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iimastJGTicM 
The topics di«ou3s«d in this thssis and the order In which they 
are arranged rather acewrately reflect the trend of the author's 
interests with tlae« 
Beeatjse of the work on the phase diagram described here and also 
experiswntal work on other alloy systems and sc®e problems in the 
casting of aetals and raetal fabrication the auldior became interested 
in the bonding of solids, fhls led to the use of X-ray diffractlcm 
which is one of the aost powerful t«wls for investigating the structure 
of solids. 
The deteriiination of the structure of dlawtoylberyllitaa by swans 
of X»ray diffraction is of theOTstleal value since it is another link 
in the chain of eridence concerning electron deficient ce^pounds and, 
in fact, is a striking confirmation of the theory, first proposed by 
Dr. E. K. fiualle that aetals with m<xre low energy orbitals than valence 
electroBffl should form electron deficient contpounds when ccsmbined with 
groups conteining no unshared electrcm pairs. The theory which explains 
the bcaiding in dlBethylberylliu® rmj also be successfully applied to 
explain the bonding in varioas laterBetalllc compounds and, in fact, 
has been so applied ^  Rundle and Pauling, 
Determinatioj of crystal structures by means of X-ray diffraction 
led naturally to Interest in the theory of interffletallic bonding and, 
in particular, metallic valences which are discussed in the last section 
of this thesis. 
fhas. It My be seen that the apparently marelated seetieaas of 
Idiis thesis are bomd together by the amthor's interests m^ieh have 
progressed fro» the strictly experimental to the scmewhat theoretical. 
THE mmm-Qmm sTsmt 
!• Introduetion 
the used a ooa|>lete sMy d the uranitmHSarbcm STsism arosa 
trmi (1) exparliMBts at IcMa State OoOLlefe (laMer ocsitraet with the 
Manhattan iis'toieti 9. S. Corps odT Engineers) which shewed that taraniiui 
eoold be east in praphite without exeessive earb^i eontaaination, and 
(2) requests for east f@rmi <3f %ira&itia earbide for experimental pile 
stMies* 
Ghenieal, thezml» setaHographie, and X-ray •sthods of analysis 
hairs been aa^lqyed in this stMy which covers the entire binary systea, 
II, Historieal BmkgpemA 
Pei^aps the earliest attei^pt to aake uranium earbides was that of 
loissan (1) (1896) who reported the preparation of a metallic, crystal­
line material by reacticm betseen aM carbon in an electric furnace 
tc giire a co^^oyBsd whioh he supposed to be Hthough his analyses 
shaved a earboa oontent slightly higher than the theoretical milue, he 
thought that ^ 2^3 *®® ® definite ecM^onai and also th&t it was the high­
est carbon eo^onnd p<»sible in this system. 
In 1911 Iiebeau (2) reported the preparatio® of IKJg which he assumed 
to be the same material aa Moiasan's ®*pl«in«^ the difference 
in forwla by supposed errors ejcisting in the analysis method used by 
Moissan, 
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Also in 1911, Suff and Heinzelmnn (3) reported the preparation of 
a coapottM analyaing cl«»ely to the theoretical composition of UGg. They 
reported the melting point to b® 2i25®C» 
G. Hagg (4) in 1931 determined the crystal structtire of a sample, 
prepared by Irafelt, loeans of X-ray diffraetic® sttidies. 
Polashkin (5) (1921) while investigating iron-uraniiiffi alloys, pro­
duced by reducing aixtures of iff-0 and steel turainCT with petroleum 
^ 8 
coke, found that uranitm carbides were present in the iron. These car­
bides were assumed to be TO and 
With the exception of Hagg none of these inrestigators had any 
definite proof of the existence of their "caaspounds". In each case the 
ocsBpositiaa was deduced frcwi chemical analysis with slight additicaial 
proof "yiat such a compound actually existed. 
Ill, Materials and Apparatus 
The uimniuffi us«i^ in this investigation was i^tal produced at Ames 
for Manhattan project purposes, fwo foiw were used (1) metal recast 
into gmphite KOlds containing carbon as the main impurity and (2) 
"biscuit nwtal* whidi is unrecast arai contains some impurities, 
Ihen this investigation began an oco«sic»ial production billet would 
contain a relatively large amount of iron (7^ 300 ppm)• Use of this 
aaterial in preparing carbon alloys caused s<«e Misinterpretation of 
* 5 -
iiier«i®traetare» at first bat teis iB^orlty did not seem to affect thermal 
breato appp®oiably« Iventmlly anomlies in aderoatrueturea were traeed 
to iron eoatent aiaa tb® effect d? iron could be ompensated tosc in inter­
preting aier^tra@t«r®s. (6 j?|i) Ofeher iapwities present were eucidea 
and nitrides d«@ to t&e great affinity of the metal far these eleaents. 
Altho®^ ttiey cottld not b® eli»iBa,ted cc^letely, their effect was les-
•eaed by preparing all tallies in maciasBB. 
carbon in the samples was added in seireral ways. Casually the 
mraninw was heated in eracibles mde of Aoheson AGE and AQQf graphite 
and ^e carbon waa diss^ved fr<»t ^ e walls the crucible • Although 
the JllOf graphite is purer than the AOS grade in nam respects, micro-
structures obtained from wtings ia these crucibles were identical. (9) 
When the carbon was added to the samples as a powder, A^eson AGR, AQ07 
a^ gi^e #38 graphite were used* 
Wm allc^ in whidb no «tonge in carbon ccmtent m heating was 
desired B©§, Zr02* iwid BiQg e^rueibles weire tried. Of these, BeO was 
foi»i to be the most satisfactory because of its unmiual resistance to 
cracldBf fr<m ther*al shock and the fact ^ hat it does not react with 
mrbm appreciably belw 2050*^. Th0^ aM ErOg are mch acre subject 
t© ©racking and react wi^ graphite at 1750»18(X3®G. These crucibles 
were aade by the lass ceraaic section and by the author either by slip 
casting cr taapiag. 
An induction fumaee was used for preparing tiae saaqjles and for 
sone theraal analyses. The heater, ccmsisting of a graphite crucible 
witii a ti|^t fitting &m@r &nd a I«mg eliimey, «as irell insulated fr<» 
the quartz memvia Jaeket by an inoh and a ^If li^er e£ Korblaokf a 
speeial p-ade «f laap blaek. feaperatwores estimted as hi|^ as 3000®C 
were attained with this set*>ap» 
fe^xmtwe aeasm'eiWBts were Md@ by Beans of a Leeds and Morthrtii) 
qptieal pyroMteri and (^osel«>ali^el ai^ platinnm-platinttn ihiodiua ther-
Bdooufles* The long ehiiE^eys used m the heater erueibles insured reasem* 
ably goed blaek body eolslitlms f®r the q[»tieal pyrometer readings. Ther-
laal data were plotted to gi'rs th® inverse rate \jp% of eoollng ottrv»» 
Scm MasmreiMnts ^  ^e itraninn solid transfoErmtion tei^eratures 
were naie with a I«eeds and I^hrup differential transfdxnDation apparatus 
in whieh a platinus resists^ee furnaoe was used to heat the sai^le and a 
ttiokel mteible served as the neutral body, (15) In this devioe saB$>le 
tei^perature is plotted as ^ e ordinate difference between sai^le and 
orueible tes^erature as the abseissa. This nethod is a sensitive one 
for the looatiaa of saall heat offsets. 
AH«a5fS were prepared in several ways* 
!• ly solmtlOT froa the easting eruoible, (10) 
fh® aetal was east into a graphite eruoible and held at some fixed 
teaperature for a period of tiae long enough to allow the molten aetal 
to dissolve oarboa the ermelble walls. Fairly unifoma alloys were 
obtained in nost aslts by this aethod. In all eases adjacent areas 
were used for earb«ai anal|«ls and aetallognaphie study. 
2, By sintering powdered uraniua and carbon coi^aets. (11) 
P0irA«r®i waaitttt metal, nade by d«eoapo8ittg waaiua hydride, (12) 
was itttlwfttely siixti with powdered graphite and oos^aoted tinder pressfure. 
Btit to th® extrenaly pyr^horie aattire oi powdered uranima all aaniptila-
tiOBS had to be pe:rf0rMd ia a TaoiiBK in aa inert atmosphere (usually 
6C^). After they were pressed the briquettea eonld be handled for a 
short tiffle in air, fhese sai^les were sintered in BeO ormeibles fear 
all^ aeltiag below Alloys aeltiag above 2000®G weare plaeed 
cm a sraaiBffi ©arbide bloek and heated to the desired tei^erattire. This 
was an extreiMly effeetite way of preparing sonae of the aas^les sinoe 
there was no reaetiom of the saafile with its support* 
5* Xiarge aMmts of au^ KI2 v^^re prepared by Saane by heating 
W§2 aiwi sarbca in graphite eruoibles to approKinately 2400®G, (13) In 
«pd«r to produoe SjGj it was neoessary to add f0^ to the aelt while the 
iwaetioa between earbon and the dioexid® was oooerring. If this procedore 
was not followed, only resulted* 
4. O^er Bsthods tried weret (14) 
a» heating •aranitim turnings with powdered carbon ia graphite 
erttoibles 
b, heating uraniua tornings with powdered or OC2 
heating pressed blooks of powdered uraniuift mixed with 
powdered W 
All of these ®ethods yielded ideatieal results when the 8asf>les 
were allowed to e<»e to equilibrium. 
It was ne@es8«a?y to olean the mraniuffi «etal bef<»re casting sinoe 
unoleaned saa^les always had an oxide or carbide crust which did not 
allfjiB the sables to flav, the nost effeetive cleaning method was a 
soak i» 1-1 nitric aeid, which muaily removed moat of the surface 
seal®, Saall aaoiants of fused «r CaF^ slag, which soin^times re-
ffltteed after the aeid soak, were easily groand off. 
IV, Comtitutioiial Diagram 
.A* ,ai#„§5?AM^s.,lCTMpTAt^ 
111 attempts to obtain the liquidus line of this system by means 
of theraocowpl®® failed ao that only the solidus vtp to A,B and the 
uranium solid tranaforaiation temperatures could be determined by ordinary 
eo<Aing eurm techniques. Sample data are given in Table 1, Blank 
spaces indicate ta^eterained data, S«»e of these data were obtained 
W* J« H. Carter, 
the microstruotures and X-ray photograas si^gest that the last 
liquid freezing in these alls^s 1® pure uraniua. The Battelle labora­
tory has presented eyidenoe for a smll amount of solubility of HC in 
gaaaa uranium whida may be evidence for a periteetic reaction in the 
region around 0,1^ carbon 0^), 
The values for the gasma-beta solid transformation, given in Table 
1, show no significant variation fr<» the 0,03^ carbon sample to the 
hi^er carbon alleys and, considering the liadts of error of the deter-
ainatiOH, are in agreement with the reported value for pure uranium* 
The beta-alpha values are sli^tly lower than the reported value 
of 662®C, (17) but since they fall within the range of values reported 
f&hU 1 (15) 
aM traBufsrraition fempBT&twtBB dt ^:raiaiiu»-Garbcai Allogrs 
Im%TB9 iBVOrSf 
SolMi. L «• H Eat® I. » H Bate 
% fieatioa diffareo- 6oc^ing <liffer«n- CooliBg 
6arfe«ai feaperat. tlal rtoos^er Gbtwi tlal r«oord®p Carr« 
©•03 1134®C rrf®e 759®0 645®0 640®0 
O.Ofl m 649 
0.11 1130 7m 775 643 645 
0.14 mmmmt 7m — 649 
0.17 780 — 643 — 
0.39 7&5 652 — 
0.42 1130 788 770 643 640 
0.47 1134 777 774 648 650 
OM —. 793 — 635 — 
0.77 1128 770 768 625 630 
1.20 1123 777 768 636 640 
1.50 1123 766 760 633 635 
All tei^raiiires t 15^ 
« 10 • 
liaaJiatttitB projeet tairestlgators for par® waadam, th« offoet of ear-
hm m tole tra»sformti<m is probably mtj siaaH* 
fh© aierostrmetwres «af these allays show an increasing aaount of a 
deniritie pks^se iihi«^ foms in lakes as the carbon content increases. 
(See figmtea 1*9) The faot that earbiie inclasicBS are noted in con-
oentrati<9as down to 0*0^ m%% oarb(»i shows that an eutectic, if suoh 
exists, fflwt lie elose to aero per eent carbon# 
®he f<Alaring wsthods were used by Carter, Tevebau#, and the author 
to separsbte the dendritic phiuie obserred in lov carbon samples* 
1* Sol«ition of the excess »tal in BGl* (18) fhis laetibod gave a 
eonsiderable m&mt of tsranium @Kide which was renoved by gravity 
separation* 
Z, Solution oi the excess metal in an HCl-I^O^ mixture which pro­
duced considerably less OKide than above method* A 3 ac^ar HCl 
•oltttloB .a. «..d u>d «. .dd.d to ,r.T.»t pr.olpltati« at 
uraniuR oxides* 
3« Olmrersicm of the excess metal to l^dride ai^ sifting out -Uxe 
inelusiims m a 400 mesh sieve* 
The sepawited material had the saiM appearance as the inclusions 
present in the all^* Figure 10 shows acm ot the separated dendrites, 
a few of which haw retained •Wbeir original shape* 
4 typieal analysis of the material efetained from each of the three 
- 11 
aetiiois of separaticm ^cweii 
% ® 9i.90 
% G 4.7G 
% N 0.016 
% 0 0.384 (by iiffei«ao«) 
Sf>®0trc^rapbic ©xaiaiaatim showed mly trac® quantities of other raetal-
lie gubstaaeea ®o that -fee axy^ n ocaitent coiild be assuffied by difference 
with a reasoimbl® degr®# of accuracy, and, assuming the oxygen to be pre­
sent as BO2 nitrogen aa OT, this leaves a UsC ratio of 1:1.01« 
X»ray photograw these iaclusims shewed that they were oubio 
crystals, different fr«fi any of the higher carbides, (See X»ray secticn). 
A saapl® c«t«ining 4«^ carbon was carefully prepared 
by briquettJjBg a aixtur® <£ pa®der@d iiraniua and carbcm and heating this 
to 2<X3#c m a block, fhe ©icrostrueture of this sample showed on® 
phase which etdied the sa* as the dendritic inclnaima in the lower car­
bon alleys, and I-ray photograms were found to agree perfectly with those 
of the separated dendrites. 
fh® aelting point »f IfC is approxiaately 2350-2400*^ (see secticm 
Ifi:). 
Beterminatlon of Liauidus Line froB 0-4.8 wtf Carbon 
Sine® it was iis^ossible to obtain iMioations of a liquidua 
break in the 0-4.8 carbon samples, it was necessary to resort to 
otibier B»thods than cooling curves to determine the liquidus (19). 
Tbszml data taken with an optleal pfrmateT sifted m a eloeed 
end j^fraetory tti^ iawrsed in the netal gave a good value for the 
solidtti hut no reliable indieatltms of the liquidua, 
A Method weed in an attempt to locate the liquidue line wa# netallo-
graphic exaaiflntioii af pressed and sintered briquettes of nixtnres of 
pondered 15 and V which had been heated to definite temperatures for a 
long enoogh tine to ^ tain equilibrim eoMitions. (20) The nonooarbide 
whioh had diss^ved in th® ««d.t@a swtal was precipitated in the fora of 
dei^rites car lakes. As the liqnidns line was approaehed the dendrites 
beeane larger* In the speeisens in whieh the 00 had not ccn^letely dis­
solved two areas were visible; (I) an upper zcme consisting of ua^is-
solved IG partieles whi<^ had floated to the top of the speeinen (Fig­
ure 11) and (2) a lower area eonsistlng of VC deMrites in a metal 
Matrix (figire 12), In to®ie samples in whioh solution was o<»aplete 
only lai^e dendrites in a uranium matrix were observed (Pigwe 13). By 
this ®ethod an 0*41 wtjS earbcaa alley was found to be completely liquid 
at lf50®G, but not at Itooe©, 
thou# this preeedure eould have been refined to give narrower 
temperature ranges and, therefore, more precise results, a more feasible 
withod was devised which was med to determine the liquidus values given 
in Figure 27, 
CSyliaders of uranium metal were heated la graphite enioibles at 
definite teHpe^twea ffflp a l€»g enou# time to allow a earbide l^er 
to form on the interfaee between the molten le^tal &b& the erucible and 
• 13 • 
f«r ©qiaillbrittffi ocMitione to exist th® aetal aad th® oarhide 
lay®r, (19) 
It had heen not«d that when wanittn va® heated In graphlt® oruelbl®® 
fcst long periods of tin® a erust forsHsd em the gzmphite from whioh th® 
aetal could easily be separated, fhe nierostrueture of a horizmtal 
eross seetiou ai ®u@h a saapl® showed that the outside erust otmtained 
the high aelting carbides with fC feradag a layer imld® of this, aud th® 
oeuter oousisted of a waniun netal satrix ecsttaiaing 0C doadri-to®. Th® 
distributi<Ka phases mj be explaiaed in the following maneri Ihea 
th® uranium is first lE^lted in the graphite <a>ucibl®, it dissolTss ear-
be® froa the walls and bee(w®s saturated with UC. Mditioaal uranium 
eax^ide t^at is formed builds up m the erueible wall and this raaets 
with the onteibl® to form hi^er earbides which in turn build up on the 
walls of the eraeibl®. If this proeess were allos®d to coatiaue for a 
long enough period tiiae the entire sai^le would ocsnsist of Idi® hi^®st 
earbide possible» but heating is aot earried o^ Icmg eaoug^ to allow 
this to oecar. IK and the hi^er earbides are solid at the tea^jeratures 
used ia this deterninatiotiy and only the uraaiun is molt®a. This moltea 
uranium r®aets with the W wall until, at equilibrium at a definite te®» 
peratnrei it beoomes saturated with 10• Sinoe the liquidus line represents 
the solubility ^  iC in moltea uranium at varioas tsB^eratures, th® pcMii-
tion of the liquidus my b® cftjtained plotting the carbon ccmtent of 
the ©entral pcrtioa (umniua metal) of each of the heated eylinders 
apbiast its equilibrium tei^ratur®. 
- u • 
Samples for chemical analysis were taken from the center of each alloy, 
and, to avoid errors due to segregation of the OC on cooling, three or 
four vertical sections were analyzed fr<» each sample. 
fhe cylinders, 3 <s» in diai^ter and 2,2 cm tall, were heated in an 
iMuction fomace and held at the desired tes^erature (i 50®0) for 
periods of tiise ranging from two to two and <aae*half hours. Samples 
heated for loiter periods of time showed that equHibritua oonditiane 
were reached in two homrs, Figtir® 27, shows the liquidua a« determined 
by this a»thod, lach &host% vertical line represents the degree of 
acc«racy of the temperatar® Masurementa, This range could be improved 
by use of a heat source capable of better cGaatrol than an induction fur­
nace, 
fh® steepness of the curve up to 1800°C explains why casting of 
uraniUB in graphite crucibles has been successful. The usual casting 
tempenatur® for large scale production of uranium is about 1300®C and 
this tei^orattire should result in a Mxiaua carbon eontent of less than 
0.1 wt^ carbon according to figure 27. In cirdinaiy casting procedures, 
equilibrium ccaJditioM are never approached because of the siae of the 
charge and the short time apprmched because of the size of the charge 
and ttie short tlm during which the uranium is molten. This method 
gives finished metal with a carbon content of about 300 ppa, 
OGg had been studied by X-ray methods and confirmed as a expound 
before the project bepin. l-mj work at Ames cmfirmed earlier resiats. 
. 1§ -
for dietalls se® th® X-ray seetic® of this rapcari, 
IMer ^  »ier«»seoi>« alloys «f oo^<Miltion eloae to that of UgCj 
appear as a tiro pitaae area arraaged ia a striking Widaanstatten pattern 
iFlgwia 15 ani 16)« lhe» esmninad by X*x«y diffraetion the phases are 
.!.»« to b. W .na OOg. At 7.03 .t* «.rbon. f««l. «1». for B^ O,. 
the raieroexjstals ai^ perfeetly enbie, Imt when the earbon ooopoaiticm 
is jcist a little hi^r m lover tiban this value, the oabes are distorted 
al&om# Hie sierostmetwe is praotioally mohanged, Sinee the Wid* 
mi^tatte& stmotwe is ii^ieative of a deeeoqifnsiticBi of a cm phase 
area» all<^ ^  eoaposition close to that of ^ 2^^ were quenched froa 
varioBS tea^eratores la an effojpt to obtain a c®e phase area but in 
eaoh ease the typleal ViiBanstatten straeture resulted (Figures l6 and 
17). Mm& fuenehing the aolten in nolten lead did not change the 
nierostrwtture • (21) 
Beoause of the lidmmtatten structt^ appearing within the grains 
at this ooj^josition, it is probable that this carbide oonsists of one 
solid phase at se»e hi# tenperature. Perhaps it is a oubio oo^^ound 
at ©arbon but off to eaeh side of this value it dissolves scMse 
f0 ^  002 »o distorts its stmcture. An alternative ea^lanation 
is that a solid solution of W and 10^ exists at hi^ teiq>eratures which 
deeoi^oses to ^ ve the aierostruotures ebserved. In lAie phase diagram 
presented in th^ paper, the e®ipoand is suggested as a stable phase at 
high tei^erature with some solubility c€ W and tJCg in See the 
Xnray seetlo® for a further discussion of the existence of ^ 2^3 * 
definite eo^oand at high teaperature. 
u 
Ji«3eisil^ Ibllett, €l«x*ds» ae^ 7am#aB at the Battelle MeaoPial 
iBititmte (JO) have ^ smeeessfullj atteapted to obtain a one phase 
la^Mtruot™ at =o^o.lU«. In tt. vl.lnlty ttat rf by 
annealiiig t&t Reasonable" periods dt tine in the teiq>erature range 
laso-xsoo'fe. tar. found, ho,.«r, that If . ...,1. of 1. 
eold vorted and then annealed at 1^00%. a ac»i(^hase mierostnioture 
is obtained, fhe most eon^lete con'rersion to one phase is obtained 
by heating a sample at tm  ^hoar in a vaomm and then cooling 
to 1600^ • fhe sa»ple is "then held at I6OO degrees t&t tvo hours in 
a <vaomii| being l^tled about in the crucible, at intervals 1:^ mans 
a reaotely eoatrolled tungsten rod during the 16(X5®C, heat treat-
sent** io sample has been converted wholly to one phase* ^e aaxiBmn 
o^version has been 9056. Surprisingly it was found that even the snail 
amount of cold work put into a sample by removing it fron a furnace and 
placing it in a glass vial m a work bench for a half hour was enough 
to ©atts® s«»M( ccfflversi*® to a one phase area on reheating to I6OO de­
grees, holding at l600®e. for an hour, airi then letting the sai^le 
furnace ©«1, All<^ ^  this eonposltion are apparently one plmse only 
up to liOO^, They can be easily eoffliverted to tR3 and IKSg by heating to 
soM tei^eratw® above IS^ degrees for a short period of time and then 
oooling in the furmce. 
Since the positions ^  the X-ray diffraction powder usaxiBia shew 
little shift with overall e^osition of the sai^le -ttie authors state 
that the structure covers *a very narros single phase field*. 
2 jP 
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Although l^er® is a narrow single lAase field b®low 1800 degrees Centi­
grade, tfe@ fflierostrttctures obtained at Ames by the author definitely 
sho» tliat ttier® wjst b® a fairly extensive single phase field (exteM-
ing over approxisiately 9 atasic per cent) at sme. teaperature between 
1800 degrees mA the melting point# See section IV F, for a further 
discussicffli of thia region. 
ieltlHg F6intg ..of m. and 
The Bteltlnf point values for the eoi^ounds in this syatem were 
fable 2 
Melting Points of Uraniua Carbides 
Coi|»ound 
% c 
(Theoretical) 
By analysis 
^ C of saa^le i;®ed Melting point 
m 4.S0 2.n 2250-2300®G 
* 3 
7.03 6.95 2350-2400 
"«2 9.16 9.1B 2350-2400 
approKinated by heating samples in a mcnvm to successively hi^er tem-
peraturee aM ©xanining the® for signs of fusion, the samples were 
roughly tetrahedral in shape, apprasciaately 8 m, high and 4.»5 mm, wide 
at the base, and were Bsoianted m a graphite disk cut so that there was 
as little cmtact as possible between the sample and its support. This 
method is not a very accurate one because the carbcm present may change 
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the SM^mitica of the saiaple a»d therefore Its lelting point. It *as 
adi^tecl became it was the slaplest feasible method which suggested 
itself with the equipment available at the tlBse of these determinations, 
fhe aeltiiig points determined in this wanner are listed in Table 2* 
In orter to ®xa«ln« Idiia porti®a of the system a series of carbides 
Table 3 
fiistribution of legions in High Carbon Allosrs 
Goapositioa Haaber of regicma 
Figar® Wt^ Carbm visible Region® 
19 4.S 1 tJC 
20 5,2 2 W $ delta 
21 6,59 1 delta 
7.04 1 delta 
22 8,36 2 delta •> epsilon 
23 9.16 1 epsilon 
vaiying in ©arbcaa content frtffl 4.S-13.0 wt^ was prepared. In each of 
th©»® samples, except for the monocarbide (4,B wt^), two phases were 
visible «hiGh X»ray analysis Aowed to be UG and UGg. The distribution 
of these phases varied, however, as the coMoosition changed and defi« 
nitelj separate and distinct regions could be observed, (See Figures 
18»22) A region my be defined as an area containing the satMs phases 
. If -
in th« sam propcartion throoi^out. Table 3 gives a suaaary of the naa-
ber and kinds of regions fount! in eaoh sample. 
As the earbcffl ccaitent inereases «n© notes the regular altemati«n 
of regiom* Ixasination txf the microstruetures shoors that there is 
little dombt that eadh region mat be a erne phase area at some hij^ 
teiQjerature. Ass^ning eaoh regi(m to be a one i&ase area one sees the 
reg*ilar 1, 2, 1, 2 alteration of the nmatoer of phases visible which is 
diaraoteristi© of any phase diagram. In figure 18 the only phase 
present is the dark et^ing fO. In figure 19 the phases present at 
hi^ teaperatffire wowli be the dark tJC and the delta phase fonsaed from 
the striated regicm visible in the photcwierograph. In figuire 20 the 
striated lidMnstatten struoture region would appear as a one phase 
area (delta phase), Ba figure 21 the IMrcad lined region would be 
present as delta phase and fine lined struoture would be the epsiloR 
phase* In figure 22 the laminated region wouM be a one phase area 
(epsilm j^se)* 
MM n«jied above in this report all atteapts to locate the tenpera-
ture at whieh the delta phase breaks down to 0G and were tinsaooess-
2 
ful. let its Widwamstatten struoture is eharaeteristie of the break­
down of a one ijSias® area into two phases* fhe failure of all quenching 
experiawnts to retain the delta phase indioates, therefore, that the 
ehange fro® a one to a two phase area in this system is an extremely 
rapid 008, In tihe idaase diagram presented in this report (figure 28) 
2000*^ has been arbitrarily set as "Uje tea^eratwe at which the delta 
20 -
solM 3ol«ti0tj byeaks dmn. Beeaus® of Its extreme rapidity it is doubt­
ful that tile ohaage oceuasi at a tei^ereture lower than 2000^, The 
exact locatl€m of tiae transforaatioa line is not now kncwn, however, 
with ai^ eertsinty. 
In order to deternine whether or not a higher carbide than IKJg 
existed, samples containing «p to 13 per cent carbcm were prepared by 
heating Hranitiw-carbon Kixtiires wp to 2800®^, (23) The ®icrostructure 
oi the«e samples (Figures 23 and 24) otaasiated of precipitated carbon 
in ifCg plws a few area® of carbon which hal never been in solution, 
showing that »«^ten UC2 dissolves carb®n and that this carbon is pre­
cipitated on cooling and does not form a carbide higher than IK;2« X» 
ray study showed no carbide other than IIC2 to be present and when the 
UGg was disst^ved and the insoluble residue exasdned, it was found to 
be gawphite, showing beyond a reasonable doubt that UG2 is the hi^est 
stable carbide of uranium. 
The solubility of ©trbm in liquid BCg at tesperatures above 
24CK)% has been determined by Chiotti by holding sables of molten UC2 
at the desired temperatures in a graphite crucible and analyzing the 
resulting alloy for carbon aiuch as the liquidus between uranium and UG 
was det®r«ined, (24.) data for this determimtion are shown in 
figure 29. The 3CKK)®C temperature was obtained by extrapolating 
beyond the calibrated range of an optical pyrometer and is a roug^ 
fi^re, 
l»ray photograma bave shown that the laaellar plmse present in 
slowly C€wled i® UC (see X-ray section). On quenching UCj 
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irm 2400*^, this laaellar straettsr© disappear# and only c«e phase is 
present# (Pignre 2f) Aeooi^anying this ehange in mieroatrueture is a 
deei^ase in the lattice spaeings The ID X»ray diffraction 
pattern and the laaellar aicrostrnet'ore reappeared vhen these quenched 
sauries were annealed at ICK^O'^ and 2000%* It seems fairly certain, 
therefore, that there is soi^ solid solwbility of UG in above 2000<HJ, 
f • Hardness «3f 0*6 Alloys frcm Q^,B$ Carbeai 
Eoelorell hardness iralues for alleys mp to wt per oent earbm 
•re giten in fignre 30» Hm to the rather large ID dendrites in the 
sai^les, hardness nvtlues Taried coasidezmbly amr the surface of some 
&i the test pieces. The all<^ beyond 4.8 p®r cent carbon eould not be 
tested with a lockwell tester because of their brittleness. 
71. Z»t&f Study of the Vranium^rbon System 
(25|26) 
X-ray analysis of iml«»ions separated frm uranium oarbon alleys 
Gi less than 4«t wt^ showed that the X»ray diagram eonsisted essentially 
maxima from a single, faee»c®atered cubic phase, a<, • oa, 4.9 I. The 
separati^ dt these inclusiom is described in seetion I B. Gheadcal 
analysis of th® separated dendrites clcwely approximated the value for 
uwmiua mmoearbide and tbe X-ray data left no doubt that idie chemical 
analyses were not f«irtuito«s but that th© dendrites are a definite 
chemical conpound, uranium menocarbide. 
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fh« lattlee spaoini^ dt the pw@st sauries of uranivoi mcmocarblde 
(prepared fro» araiiiaa and earben tn an ataoaphare free of nitrogen and 
«^g@a) mrt d«terained casing a ayametrieal, seXf^foeuaing, baek 
r«fl«®tioa mmmt& five matimtw radius and copper K radiation. 
Th® lattiee paraasters have been ewroeted by Cohen's extrapolation 
as reoomenied by Jette a»i Foote« 
o o 
Spaeiapi Tarying from 4.951 A to 4.948 A wer® obtained in imrioos 
saaples. lx»jsinatl«m of spaoin^ tn samples ecmtaining exeess eazbon 
and in aai^les cmtainlng exeess wanitM. showed that there was no con­
sistent variation erf spacing *lth oarboa eontent but that there did 
s®@® to be a lowering in spacing in saa^les ishen nitrogen aed oxygen 
cmtaainatitixa wem appreciable, fhis point is discussed more fully 
belcw. It is believed that the most reliable valm for the lattice 
paraneter of ^  aonooarbide is the highest that has been obtained, 
mmly, 
a « 4.951 A P 2 13.63 g/e® 
fraaiw amoearbide contains fc«r uraniua atoais in face-centered 
positicais. The probable structure is consequently either the sodiua 
©hlorlde or the sine blend struetmre. A ooi^ari««m of the intensity 
of reflectims (420) «nd (331) showed that the morm probable structure 
nhioh oirresp<»i<Ss to the intensity distribution is the sodium chloride 
struotare, 
B* Mitregen and Ckygen Gemtaaination of K (2?) 
aseeatly luraniu* monoxide and mononitride have b®en discovered. 
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iotfe «3if th®s® ar© isi^orpho^ with PC a®! all three have near-
equal lattice spael^gs, (Spaeinga are W s l» ^0 ' 4.91 A, 
16 » 4*9S !)• Goi^ititms are therefoare ideal f<sr Mtaal replaeeaent 
of earhm, nitrofSB aM uKygen i& a maBo-nrasium eoRpouiid* 
1b all freparatic»is where thez« was aot a earefal exelu8i<m of 
nitro^n aM o^gea the spaeia^ of the lacmocarbidle was lower than when 
prepared iit an iaert atmosphere* la order to ec»ifir» this point equiao-
lar a«0aiit8 of B<3®©earbid© and acmoEitride were heated together at 1950*^ 
for fifteen aiaates. Analysis of the insulting product shewed that ttie 
spaoings of ea<di were ©hanged ta»ard a ooBmon average. The 
resets were as folloesi 
m mt 
Initial Spaeiag 4.947 ^  .001 A 4.883 i .001 1 
final Spaeiag 4.921 - .001 ! 4.917 * .001 1 
the refleetions in i&e heated sample were resolved in a self^foeas-
ing haek refleetiewi eaaeiu. 
Probably eontinaed heatijag wcmld have caased a a<^lete eoBwersioo 
to m@ phase. Siillar eaqperimnts were not earried out wi^ uraniuni 
afflaOKide im to the diffi®«OLty of preparing this eoi^oand but there is 
little dembt ^ t iwplaeeiHient ^ mrhm by eatygen is possible, 
leasQMing fr«a the evidenoe presented above it is likely that a 
m$&r poptim of oxygen and nitrogen impurity in a uranivm casting is 
ecmtsiaed within the araniwB earbide dendrites. 
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All X-my diagjfaKS of samples ©opreaponiiag to the stoicfcicOTetrie 
eoB^ositi<m «f mmlm lesqaiearbMe shew that at room temperature It 
@<«aiats of a alxtmre of wanim mono* aM dl-earblde. Uranium eeequi-
earhide has been reported in the literature as a definite et^ound but 
n© ai(src»eopie or X-ray evidenee has ever been presented to date for 
the hig^ teiperature form. 
There is, however, good evidenee that at very high ten^ratures 
%6| exist# as a definite ecnepound. then material of this oomposition 
(7.04 6) is melted and aHowed to freeze, what appear to be single 
perfectly eubis eiryatals are f^?med. A "single crystal" X-ray diagram 
obtained frm one of ^ese erystals showed that it ecmsisted of uranium 
mmsh- and di-earbide i^feases whioh had ©SEystaHiaed with toeir axes 
parmllel. frm the form of the aaoro-eiystals uranium seequicarbide 
is asstaed to be eubie but sinee it is stable only at very hig^ tej^era-
tures (see seetim I? D) there is little hope at present of obtaining an 
X-»y diapwi fr<MB ttiis (K^ipoiind unless a hig^ temperature X-ray diffrac­
tion ftpparat!^ is used. 
Mallett, Qerds and Vau^ian afeport the following orystallographie 
data for the single phase sesquiearbide obtained by them below 1800 degrees 
o 
Oeatigrade, fhe unit cell is body centered eubie with equal to 8,00ft A. 
@aleulated density is 12.88 g/ec. fhe spaoe group is JAM* Only the 
uranium position® were determined and they are in pMition 16 (c) of the 
spaee group as listed in the Internaticmalle fabellen zur Bestimaong von 
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Irt3rstali8tniktwe& (31) with the I parai^ter eqml to 0.20* 
ia rsporteS in 1911 aM soEifirned Jjr this laborat(»T uraaiun dlear-
hiie is body o«atei?®d tetragoml aad its atrmcttire ia isMiorphoua with 
that of laathanmm ©arhide. 
Both I-fay amlyais aM nisrosoopie sti^y showed that whan uranitim 
diearbide is slowly ©ooled trm hl|^ temperature or wh«n quonchad sanplas 
are annealed, the diearbide omtains aimoearbide is appreoiable quantities. 
Ifen when a eonsiderable exeess of free carb<m is present the mcmoeaxbide 
phase is noted* Ck the other hand if the diearbide is quenched from 
tei^eratmrea abofe 2400®G no aonoearbide phase is present. 
X*ray spaoings of depeM also m thernal treatments. fable 4 
ecaatains spaoings of diearbide treated in nmricws ways. Wortl^ of note 
is the faet tfeat the earbide spacing is lower on samples quenched fr«« 
very high tei^ratare. 
Ill of the samples in Table A ecottain exeess carbon (i.e. carbon in 
excess lai the stoiehioaetric coop^iitlon tap HCg 9.16 wtS6). Inou^ of 
this excess carbo® was present to be easily visible under the aifficoscope. 
lenoe, all spacings are for diearbide saturated with €»rbon. The welting 
point of the diearbide is approKiaately 2375 | 25®G, 
A review of dheaieal analyses. X-ray spaoings, and aicroscopic 
examination leads to the c<»elusim that at soae teaperature beltw 
2400% uraniua diearbide is unstable and deoos^oses into aonoearbide and 
®arb«a. It also appears that the spacing of the diearbide is decreased 
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©arfeon solafeility aaS tliat the earboii aolufeility is appreeiafel® In 
liquid stet« using with inereasisig tea^rature feut is less in 
th® Bolii state falliag off to an i»appre©iabl© quantity by 1000*^0. 
fh@ dteraase in uraniuia <li@arbi4e lattice paraaeter with inoreasing 
earbon «oiit«»t shsass that the Sicarbide is probably not an interatitial 
s^mti<m ®f tarbc® in wtmim. If it w«r® an interstitial solatioa of 
oarboQ in uraaiioa cm® would expe@t an inerease in lattio® pan^tar with 
inoreasing oarbon eontantf 
fabl® 4 
Uttlo. nr«^Ur. of S.,,pl« of 
f reati»nt iGg l4ittiee Pi 
lAi , ,  „  
iz^H^ters 
Soe^ed slowly to room tei^. a,5i7 I 5.987 1 
anenohed fr«M 1000% 3.517 5.985 
Qmenc^ed fvm 2400% 3.m 5.962 
Qaea^ed fr« 2700% 1.505 5.951 
It saeas best to regard toe iioarbii® as coiwlsting of relatively 
negative @2 s«ll p<»sitive taranitus Ima ecasttained within the 
interstiees of the negative ions. A deerease in lattiee spaoing wildi 
increased earbem eontent eotild then be aseribed to a defieienoy of 
ttranita in the earbide leaving sou® of the interstices vacant with a 
eaaseqmeat shrinkage in the moleewle. A sinilar phenoBenon occurs in 
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orani^ SioxMe whose lattice spaoiag decreases as the oxygen content 
is Increased. 
If the abow interpretaticm is e<»reot the larger values of the 
dicarbide spacing coarrespand to pwre disarbide. Hence, fear 
OCg a ? 3.517 A c « 5.937 A f s 11.68 g/cia^. 
fh® sttbstanee of this X-ray section ia taken ftrom a report by the 
Aaes X«ray group ccaaisting Dr, fi, E. E««dle, A. S. 1 ilaon and K, 
G» Baenziger. A mar@ couplet® discussion erf* the X-ray structures of 
«ranii» earbides is given in "X-ray Itmlysis of the Uranium-Garb cm 
Sy®t«" in ¥oliiffl® XI B 1,P#R# and also in reference (-42). 
fll. Poliahing and Itching 
fo study aicrostructttres sai^les were ground through a 4/0 Behr-
ianning effleiy paper and then polished on a (kiaal or billiard cloth vsfith 
a soap stast)ension of levigated almdna. 
For lc«B carbon wt^ C) saaples an electrolytic polish (14.) 
was used cmsisting of 
5 fNarts 85'l phosphoric acid 
5 parts ethylene glyool 
g parts ethyl alcctool 
The ctarent density uswally used was 3-5 a^/aq.dia* for abmxt 10 
olntttes, 5ood results were obtained using 18 volts and a bath tenspera-
tur® of 30-50%. Using a lower carrent density, this bath served as an 
eto^i. Cfecalic acid (10^ aoluticm) and 2^ nitric acid were also used as 
electrolytic etches for samples in "toe 0-4.8 wtl^ region. 
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the 0a:i^Mts oouM be satisfaetcffi'lly ©tehed by a short dip in 1-1 
Sol«ti«Ma «liieh gave emtrast. Finer detail was brought out 
b® ft 10$ fflffiali© aeid eleetrolytie ©teh. 
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Fig, 1 - Uranium metal of high purity, 10^ oxalic acid electrolytic 
etch. X 10, 
Fig. 2 - SegregiJtion at top of production ingot. Top 0.325 wt% 0. 
Bottom 0,123 C. Unetched. X 50. 
Fig, 3 - 0.0065 C, Uranium plus UC inclusions. Fine material in 
background is due to Fe impurity. Electrolytic polish. X 50, 
Fig, 4. - 0,044.3 G, Uranium plus UC inclusions. Electrolytic polish, 
X 50. 
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Fig, 5 - 0,203 wfl C, Uranium plus UC inclusions, Unetched. X 50, 
Fig. 6 - 0,70 wt^j G. Uranium plus UG inclusions. Unetched. X 10. 
Fig. 7 - 2.33 v>t% C, Uranium in grain boundaries, UG inclusions. 
Electrolytic polish. X 200. 
Fig, 8 - 3.12 wt^ G. Uranium in grain boundaries. UC inclusions. 
Electrolytic polish. X 500, 
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Fig. 9 - 4-.83 wtjC G. UG. Dark spots are voids. 10'? oxalic acid 
electrolytic etch, X 500, 
Fig, 10 - 4-.8 -wtl C, UC Inclusions separated from alloy containing 1,50 
wt| C, X 10. 
Fig. 11 -- 0.41 -wti C. Upper zone of U-UC briquette heated to 1700° C. 
Electrolytic polish, X 100, 
Fig. 12 -• 0,41 -wtf C, Lower zone of U-UG briquette heated to 1700° C. 
Electrolytic polish, X 100, 
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Fig, 13 " 0.4-1 wt:4 C, U-lIC briquette heated to 1950'^ C. Electrolytic 
polish, X 100, 
Fig. 14 - 7 •wt;^ C (approx,). Typical decomposed delta phase I'idmanstatten 
structure. 10% oxalic acid electrolytic etch, X 50. 
Fig. 15 - Same sample as shown in P''ig. 15. 10';^ oxalic acid electrolytic 
etch. X 100, 
Fig. 16 - 7.03 wt^ G. Delta phase quenched from 1900® G. 10?:; oxalic 
acid electi'olytic etch, X 200, 
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Fig. 17 - Same saipple as shoisn in Fig. l6. 10?^ oxalic acid electrolytic 
etch. X500. 
Fig. 18 - 4-.83 •wtl C. UC. Dark spots are voids, 10"^ oxalic acid 
electrolytic etch. X 500, 
Fig, 19 - 5.2 wt^ C. UC and decomposed delta phase. Dark phase is UG, 
Banded areas are decomoosed delta phase. 1-1 HNO etch. X 500. 
3 
Fig, 20 - 6.59 •wt^ C, Decomnosed delta phase. Bands are UC and UC^, 
1-1 HNO^  etch. X 500. 
- 3U ' 
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Fig. 21 - 3,36 wt'l G. Decomposed delta awi epsilon phases. Broad lined 
areas are decomposed delta. Fine lined material is decomposed 
epsilon. 1-1 HNO^  etch. X 500. 
Fig. 22 - 9 C (aporox,). Decomposed epsilon phase. 1-1 HNO etch, 
X 500. ' 
Fig, 23 - 11.0 wt^ G, Decomposed epsilon phase and G. ^hite areas are 
graphite inclusions. 10$ oxalic acid electrolytic etch. X 500, 
Fig. 2A- - Decoinposed epsilon phase and G, Dark inclusions are free 
graphite, Unetched, X 250, 
Fig. 25 - 10,66 •wt% C, Epsilon 
phase and C, Sample 
quenched from 2700° C. 
No laminations due to 
decomposed eqsilon phase 
are visible in this 
sample even at 1000 X. 
1-1 HNO^  etch. X 500. 
Fig. 26 - Quenched sample, shown 
in Fig. 25, annealed at 
2200-2300° G. for 20 
minutes. 10% oxalic 
acid electrolytic etch, 
X 250. 
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fHE STROJTIKE CF l)IiETHI»Sr3:.IJW AliC IfS BElRINa OS CHEMICAI. VAIEHCE 
I. Introduetion and Hiatopioal Baekgrouad 
In recent ^ars there has been wie^ interest in electron-deficient 
coisp^mds. Electron-defioient coapoiai^s are those which do not contain 
enough eleotrjsis in the wlence shells of the constituent at(»is to pro-
iride an electron pair for every bond which my be assigned, in the cm-
wntional aanner, to adjacent pairs of stwi. The confound of this 
type whidi has been investigated aoat thoroughly* ^  a wide variety of 
experiTOtttal aethoda, awi whish has been discussed at greatest length 
froB 1^® theoretical viewpoint is dibiKcane Since discussions 
of the dlbt»ane molecular structure serve as a prototype for many dis-
oussioaa of electron-deficient sompooi^s we shall examine this compound 
in SOTO detail. 
Practically every remotely reastmbl© type of structure attainable 
by perMutati<ms in the positions of two boron atoas and six hydrogen 
atoffls has been proposed for diboran© (32), but experimental evidence 
has supported only two of these, namely, the ethane and the bridge 
structures. The ethane structure is similar to the arranges»nts of 
the carbcms and hydrogens in ethane, but with the bortaa atom replacing 
the carbon atG«, The bridge structure, first proposed \3j Dilthey (33) 
and Core (34.), is shown below. Its eonfiguratic® is similar to that 
proposed for the aluminum chloride dimer. 
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fke ftsq^erlwiatal evideaoe for eadi of these struotures is givea 
feelew# 
.Enl4f.nfe • Biboraae reaets witii eleetron donors to form 
with ao ©leetrem deficieaoy, bat this sort of reaction does 
mot gite ai^ inforfflstiem ia regard to the original eonfiguratim. The 
faot that at the most mly four of six hydrogen atons can be sab* 
stitmted by i»thyl gro^s indicates that pei^ps th# two unsttbstituted 
hydre^en at^« oecapy a wique positi<m in the moleeole* Ihis sup-
p<^ltioa is »ore ia haraoay with th® bridge than with the ethane»like 
aonfigmratioa, 
diffraotion deteradnation of the crystal 
stmetare of the solid by Mark and P<^and (35) has often been quoted 
as support fm* th® ethane structure, but examination of their paper 
shows that althott^ the boron positicms were app^oxiBated from the 
intensity data, the hydrogen positic®s were iMirely assumed. 
• Sleetrcm diffraction data obtained by Bauer (36) 
was OTiginally interpreted by him as favoring strongly the ethane 
S'teruetwe# Subsequently, Bauer and others (36) showed that the data 
O'Oiild also be satisfa®t®rily interpreted on the basis of a bridge 
strueture. 
Shand (37) investigated tetrametli^Miborane by electron diffraoticm 
and. f ouQad that the data i»ere better explained by an ethylene-like 
strueture than an ethane-like stractor©. This evidence supports the 
bridge model. 
lafra. Red, aaad Raaan Spectra • The ^man speetrom of liquid diborane was 
investi^ted by Anderson and Burg (38), The ±rsSr& red spectrum of the 
gas was inwstigated by Stitt (58) aM Price (40). Early attempts were 
made by Stitt to interpret his data m the basis dt the ethane model 
by the use of varioiw hoe assumptions about low-lying energy leyels 
and resonance splitting. Even with this iwthod of approach frequency 
assignments were not very satisfact^cy. 
Bell and Longuet-Higgtns (39)» Price (40), araS Webb, »eu and 
Pitiser (51) have shown that the vibrational data are e(»3i8i8tent with 
a bridge model but nob an e^iane model. 
- stitt (58,59) used his specific heat data to cal­
culate the barrier to rotation of the hydrogens in diborane. These 
ealotilatians led to a potential barrier of 4000-6000 cal./mol. for 
diborane in ccmtrast to a bairier of only 3000 cal./mol. for ethane, 
faking supposedly low-lying energy levels (needed to explain the infra 
red data on the ethane model) into account he crtstained an even higher 
barrier to rotatlc® of the hydrogens in diborane. Lcmguet-Higgins and 
Bell (39) point out that potential barriers this type are due to 
interactions hydrogeius and/or partial bcmd character in the central 
link. Cte ei'Mhter basis me wcsuld expect leas hindered rotation in di-
feoraa© tMn la ethane since the hydrogens would be farther apart than 
1» ©thane aM the aBoant dF double bond character 1» a boron-boron 
bond «hc^M b® leas than in earbon-earbon bond. 
In aMitio© to toagmet-iiggins and Bell (39)» Kekraascwr (41), 
Sirkln ani Diatkina (42), awJ Pitzer (43) reviewed the experimental 
data and eonoltMed that the bridge strueture is the at^t probable one, 
Pitaer described the bridge boiids as ^protonated double bonds". His 
ideas were siaiilar to those of Wiberg*s (32), smggeated years before, 
exeept that Pitzer was sore specific about the loeatitm dP the bridge 
2 protons. Pitzer*® deseriptic® ia^lied that the aa orbitals of eadfci 
boron atoa were involved in two B»H bond® and am B«B bond, The two 
lobes of the remitting orbital aa each boron atoa overlap with the 
g orbitals of hydrops above and bel<» the plane of the aolecule. 
Euaile (44) has pointed oat ttiat this crbital arrange^nt leaves one 
electron pair to bond both bridge hydrogen atemst, so that they have a 
for*l charge of • aw4 »ight be expected to be weakly bound aid 
aeidie, Eundle suggested the use tetrahedral orbitals of borcm to 
tmm B-H bonds with the g orbital of hydrogen. If Bundle's arrangement 
of orbitals is no for*l charges are necessary for the hydrogen 
atsMBS, and the hydrogen atcms are bouijd more firaly than aec(»rding to 
Pitaer's suggestion. The type ^  bonding suggested by Rundle also 
helps to explain torg's observation (60) that no acidic hgrdrogens are 
present in diborane* 
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WalA C45) fav«ar«d a type of bonding which may be represented as 
follow# 
of th® eonaequencsa of lalsh*s proposal is that the terminal hydro-
geiw are not eoplaaar which ia in conflict with the experimental evi­
dence <jbtaia«l fro« infra red a»a Ia»n speetra, Aaong other sugges­
tions Has that of Bt3iraw<^ (46) *ho prc^osed that the association in di-
bors-ne is caused bsy hydrogen bcsading# The electronegativities of hydro­
gen aa3 boron are so nearly alike, however, that one would not expect a 
very strong hydrt^en to form in diborane. Several authors (47,43, 
49) have suggested a resonance forwilation of the bridge bGod, The 
hgrpothetical separate restating structures are shown below. 
H 
B 
H 
B 
R 
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it it mswHy not et»sid®jfea that the two parts of a moleoule 
©an B® Im»M together solely by resoaanee atabllization, theoretically 
there is nothing to prevent this from happening, 
M^lilcdn (52) has applied th© aolec^ar orbital method to the 
stmetwe of diborawi. His early treatment, baaed on the etiiane model, 
predicted that this eoapoaM should be paramagnetic. This prediction 
waa not borne o«it experiaentally. Utilizing Pitaer's suggestion (43) 
that the structure for diboraae could be derived tram ethylene by 
iaagining th© removal of a proton froa each earbcai nucleus, Mullifeen 
has enumerated the molecular orbitals found that they are siBiilar 
to those of •thylene except that the TT larbitals nm include the pro­
tons as well as the bc^on nuclei, Mulliken also found that there should 
be considerable overlap of the ^  m-bitals of boron even at single bcand 
distances, which mkes the existence dt a double b<Mid seem very probable, 
lately it has been shown (57) that electron-deficient boiKiing is 
not a wire oecOTreace, Suctt bonding is to be expected whenever certain 
rules, which will be presented later, are satisfied (56), 
Triswthyl alumintta is known to exist in the dineric forra and, 
therefore, the aluainum alifeyl dl»r mst contain electron-deficient 
bsMid®, A bridge structure has been proposed for this molecule also, 
but qjinicms differ in reference to the type of boaJing present in the 
bridge, Pitaer aM totowsfey (53) prc^osed the fdllcsiing structure for 
this c<»poui%i. 
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Pita«r aM itatowsky suggest®! that th® i^^tive earbon atora la 
ftttraeted to the poaitlv® almln)» eore* lundle has suggested that the 
hydrogen atoa between a].«UBint» and carbon ottst Interfere with this 
attraetiott ai^ in faet the weak 0«i dipole has its p<»itive end directed 
tcward the aluaintMi. The bond eaimofc be a "protcmated double bond" 
Bino® it is unlikely that aliwdna® wcmld violate the octet rule• Al-
thott^ the polar nature of tAi® bridge bond proposed by Pitaer and 
CKitowsky is not tmlike a hydrogen bond, Eundle states that it oanaot 
be as strong as sm@h a bond between very eleetrcmegative elenents, 
and, in faet» he doubts that suoh a bond would be ntvmg enc^gh to 
overooK© ito© deerease in entrc^y aoo«ipaiqrljig dinerization. As an 
alteriMitiv® to Pitaer and Gutaw»ky*s ideas luiwile (56) has prcwosed the 
following strueutre for the alURinuiB all^l di«er. This structure will 
b® discussed in th© light of results obtained for dimethyl-berylliiim in 
a later seetion this thesis. 
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iiiot-h®r interesting ®l#etroli-d®fici®iit cmpmiaA is tetraaetl^l-
pajitinttm whos® stnietttre ism determiaed by EuMle aai Sturdi^t (5i), 
Sine# this coiBpowiad is a solid at rooa temperature the authors were 
abl® to determine its straettir© by means of X»ray diffraction which is 
, less aabifttoas than ar^ otdier lasthods for the determination of mole-cular 
stnactwr®. The tetraaethylplatiBiitt Boleeule is a tetrainer with platinum 
atoas and methyl groups at •Ui® corners of a distorted cube. Bonded to 
each platiBum are ^ ree external a»Wiyl groups. The bcaiding around 
platinua is esseatially octahedral and presumbly the bonding around 
the cube-corner ©arbeais is octahedral also, although the hydrogen atoias 
cannot b® located by X*ra^ laethods in this particular ccs^owad. The 
platinuBi-platinua distance, 3.M A*, i« such too Icmg fear any aetal-
Bwtel bonding, so that Betal^non-aetal eleetron-deficient bor^ing ia 
the only boiling holding the tetraaer tt^ether. The questicm of the 
IsEportanee and neeeasity for i»tal-®®tsl bonds in electron deficient 
empouiiAs will, be discussed acre fully later# 
Metals are regarded as examples of electron deficient blading 
according to seireral points of view (6l»62}, but these ideas will not 
b© iiscttsaed h«r®. Bundle (55) baa also ahmn that the formation and 
propertie® of -wirlous interstitial coapotaMla can be ui^eratood on the 
^»sis of his theory of electron deficient bonding. 
Suable (56) has formlated sos© general rules which predict when 
©lectrm-deflcieat bonding is to be expected. Me explained electron-
deficient bonding as caused by the great tendency of an element to use 
of Its low-lying orbitals in bead formation even at the expense of 
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a lcwr®r tteaa norwil el®otrm deaaity in @&m bonds, For suoh booding 
to oeciir, the staa of the streagths of the eleetron-defielent bonds 
fcBfmed oust b® greater thaa th® b<md strengths of tiie alternative non-
polynsrised non alsetron^defieient eo^pounds. On the basis of send* 
qimntitatlve oaleulations Ewnile (5?) has shown that for diborane tti® 
stm of the steengths of two ©leetron-Kiefieieat B-B-B bcmds is apTjroQEi« 
aately 301^ greater than t&e a alngl© B-I bond. 
Aeeording to Raadl® (56) electron defioient beeping is to be 
expeoted in a coii^ound, one of whose ocmstitaents has an excess of low 
energy orbitals mm valene® electrons and iS| therefore, usmlly a 
i^tal and the other component is one which does not have a surplus of 
low energy orbitals over electrons aM is, therefore, usually a non-
swtal. fhe electronegativities of these elements must not be too far 
apart since the stabilligation of the electron defioient coapound is a 
resonance stabiliaation and the gain in stability will be greatest if 
the electronegativities are equal. When toe conditions described are 
fulfilled the non-metallic constituent will use one orbital to fonn more 
than one bond and so is, in a sense, orbital deficient. Since in many 
of tee exaaples considered one electron pair occupies two bonds these 
bc8ids have been designated as "half bonds". 
On Idle basis of the ideas presented above it would seem likely 
toat in diiaethylberyllluift, a solid subliming at 200*^3,, the beryllim 
atcn^ would tend to fora four tetrahedrally directed bcmds to the car­
bon atcmo aM that the Be-G btawis would b© electron deficient. There 
is ncm danger in sucto a predictim since trimldiyl bca-on, which also 
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be ©xpeeted to poJjiaeria®, exists only as a ocmomr. Two rm-
son® for til© aon-polyiMrization of trlMthylboron hav® been advanced (56). 
to® is tkat stoe© boron has a aaall tetrahedral oovalent radius the four 
iB8ai>®r«d ring formed wmjld b® under considerable strain. BarylliuB has 
a larger eovalent radius aM, consequently, there would be less strain 
in a four aessbered b@rylliu»»Mthyl ring. Another reason for triaethyl 
boron remaining nononerio is stabilisation caused by the great hyper-
conjngatitm of the three aiethyl groups with the boron at<«i. Evidence 
for this hypereonjupition is giiren by Mulliken (52). In dinethyl 
berylliUM there would be maeh less stabilizaticm by hyperoonjugaticm 
of «»ily two aethyl groups. Another factor, which may have some is^or-
taaoe, is that ia »oncaM>rie triwthyl boron only <a»e stable low-lying 
orbital remins unused wh«ras in a hypothetical Bemoaerio dinethyl-
beryllitm two stable earbitals would remin unused, 
ConsideratioiMt such as those outlined above led us to undertake 
deterfflinati<m of the structure of dimteylberyllium. 
II, Fr«i»arati<»i of the Gorapoui^ 
Bisethylberylliua was prepared according to the method of Gilaun 
and Schulze (63), In this aethod the conpound is prepared by means of 
a double decoi^oBltion reaction be'bween beryllitm chloride and aethyl 
•agnesimn iodM®, 
fhe apparatus used for the preparation is shown in Figure 31, 
this apparat«w is basically the same as that used by Gilrnn and Sohuls® 
with the excepticm that here ground glass standard taper joints were 
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Fig, 31 - Apparatus for preparation of dimethylfcerylliuir., 
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iaa®cl tlskTotighoat aM ttiere were soae Bofiifleaticms in the manner in which 
solutions wre added to the reaction flask F ar«i also in the deaipj of 
th® receiving flask Q« Due to th® reactivity of the product with air 
and Moiature all preparative operations were carried out under a nitrogen 
atmosphere. The nitrogen «as purified by passing the dried gas over 
heated copper c®:ide and uraniuas nitride according to the procedure of 
iewtoii ®t al. (64)* 
lagnesiuitt turnings were placed in reaction flask, F, and the 
apparatus was then aaseabled. After removal of air by passing nitrogen 
through the ays ten aM allowing the gas to exit at H, the apparatus was 
then sealed at H attadiing a piece of amll bore rubber tubing closed 
by a screw claiffj. Ethyl ether was added from the dropping funnel, E, 
and WBthyl iodide was then added from the saae dropping funnel. After 
preparation of the wthyl mapiesiura iodide, an ether solution of beryl-
Hum chloride was added from the dropping funnel, D, Excess ether was 
removed by stopoing the circttlation of water in the condenser, 0, arri, 
heating the flask up to 150%. This ether was collected in the cooled 
flask, C. After distillation of the ether the water was gradually 
allowed to cool the condenser, 0, and the concentrated solution was 
distilled into the receiving flask, G. The solution in G could be con­
centrated by back distilling the excess of ether into F. In this method 
it is difficult, as pointed out by Gilnan and Schulae, to knew when the 
distillation is finished, bat since only enoui^ mterial for an X-ray 
examination was wanted yield was not a primry consideration, so that 
distillations were arbitrarily discontinued after about eight hours. 
Whea the diatillation was eo»sid©r@d complete the tube, I, of the 
appaimtua shewn in figare 32 was attached at H to the preparative 
apparatus, the mwlj attached secticm was evacuated by attaohing It 
to a vaottuffi pump at M, fhe screw olamp at H was then opened and solu­
tion In G was quickly transferred into J. The tube, I, was then sealed 
off and the apparatus was attached to a vacuum system at M, Before 
attachnent to the vaeuua system the solution in J was cooled by a dry 
ie® trii^laroethylene bath. After atta«diM»nt its temperature was 
allowed to ria® gradually ai^ th® bulk of the ether distilled into a 
cooled receiwr in another part ^  the syste®, After most of the 
ether had distilled white crystals were left behiial which were puri» 
fied of the last traces of ether by subliming the® back and forth 
under a vacuum of better than half a sicrcai. The crystals were then 
distilled into the capillaries at K, short lengths of which were then 
sealed off. The excess crystals were sealed off in the tubes above 
the capillaries for stora^, 
Ctotaining aaterial from storage tubes was soiaewhat of a problem, 
A drybcBE transfer under a nitrogen ataosphere was possible but when­
ever this procedure was followed there was always some loss of aaterial 
due to Qocidation. A better alternative adopted is shown in Figure 33. 
The tub® containing th© diBethylberyllium p«rder was placed at 0 between 
the two halves of a ball-and-socket standard taper Joint. After evacu-
atl«m of the apparatus the tube was broken by bending the ball-and-
socket joint. The apparatus was then disccaanected from the vacuus 
system and the glass and powder were poured into the reservoir, S. 
Fig, 32 - Apparatus for filling capillaries with purified dimethyIberyllium. 
/ 
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Fig, 33 - Apparatus for obtaining mterial from storage tubes. 
fbe apparattts was thea r®coim®ot®d to the tacutim syst®®, a seal-off oad© 
at X, aM theB tJae di«©thylbeiylli«® eowM be sublimed wherever wanteds 
For obtaiaiag X-ray powder diagrams, the eaplllaries, loaded as 
described, eo«0.d b« «a®d directly, but since, as shall be shown, the 
crystal structure is too ©o^l«x to bs solved by powder methoda alone, 
single erystals wer® neeesaary. fh© otetaining of single crystals of 
large ©nottgh. siae and located in th® desired oriantaticms in a capillary 
was the most tiae-cons'ttMing part of this investigatloii. Th© nethod first 
ttsad was to grow the crystals la a thick tube by subliming l^em under 
a temperature gradient. The tube was then broken under a nitrogen 
atfflosphere and th® largest raiost perfectly forned crystals were worked 
into thin oapillaries made of Pyrex at I^lndeaann glass. The capillaries 
were teis^orarily sealed by a bit of aodeliag clay and then were per-
maently sealed by a coating dt pyaeal wax over the modeling clay up<Ma 
removal from the dry bcac. l^e crystal would usually stick to the clay 
and would be held fimly in place. Although sow early Weissenberg 
diagrate were obtained from crystals mounted in this way this aethod 
was, in general unsatisfactory. One of the drawbacks was that there 
was always son® slight «»tidation oi the crystal, although this was not 
too serious a factor. A more serious difficulty was in Imding the 
@xtre»ely fragile capillaries in ttie dry boec. The capillaries had to 
be aaade as thin as p<»sibl© because all of the cois^onents of dia»thyl-
berylliua have a power X-ray scattering power than th© oxygen, silicon 
and sodium of the glass. In handling, the thin oapillaries were easily 
broton. The glass scattering eould be lessened using Lindemaim 
glass, a beryllitua berate glass, which was satisfaetoiy enongh 
for irj b®3E twiairfers but was not satisfactory for attadioent to the 
TimewMi systea# ^lother diffiaulty was the fact that this oo^ound 
tmder stiblimticMQ grows in the form of needles which have a great 
te»ien©y to fcrm twinned crystals or a-gregates of csrystals which 
grow with their needle axes paiullecl with the other two najor axes 
rotated with respsct to each other, • In practice, what appeared in 
the comparatively poor visibility of the dry box to be a single, large 
eross-seetitoied needle often appeared imder X»ray exaainaticHi to be 
composed of aai^ crystals* This sitnaticwa was so bad with some crys­
tals that it was possible to obtain what appeared to be a cosnplete 
rotation X»ray iiagpaa without rotating thea at all* 
Because of ^es© difficulties the crystals were grown directly by 
stftiliaation in the capillaries in whi^ they were to be mounted on the 
camera. The eapillaries whidh contained a small amoijnt of dii^thyl-
berylliii® powder were put into a pyrex tube around which was wound 
aiehroBe wire with a decreasing density of turns per unit length of 
tube so that there was a fairly ccffltinuous tej^erature gradient along 
the length of the tube, fhe input voltage wag ccmtrolled with a Variac 
and the progress in the growth of the crystal could be followed by 
placing the tube m the stage of a low powered aiicroacope. Here the 
pr@ble» was isolation of a single crystal fro® all of the other crys­
tals and crystallites present. By distilling slosly <Mie could, if 
fortunate, start growing only a few cirystals or, if very fortunate, <m« 
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eri^ial and by eautiows heatiK® around the crystal one coald drlv® most 
of th® other wit©rial away. Fswlly a little powder remained which 
added to the baokgrotuid on th© X-ray filai, egpeoially at low angles* 
These oryatals were fibrons in oharaeter and shoved a tendency in Jaaiqr 
cases of growing as thin srystals frran a single nucleus rather 
than ««e single crystal. The grcwth properties of the crystals are 
consistent with th® determined structure but they are of a nature which 
creates masf experinentftl difficulties. 
fwo czystalline fori» of this ecapound were noted under the polar-
issing aioroscope. The ne'Cdle-like fcBm, which is stable at rom ten-
perature shows only parallel extinction between crossed Nicol prisM. 
The other form shows extinotim al all orientations between crossed 
licols and is therefore isotropic. Wiis second form was obtained in 
sorae sabliaations at first but after standing at rocm ter^erature would 
tran»f«»m ia appr«i»tely caae-half hour into th© bijrefringent form. 
On 8«»e saraples -of the isotrc^ic form apparently square and triwigular 
faces, perhaps correspondir^ to the (100) and (IH) faces of a cube, 
were ©baerred. Attempts to stabilize tdiis for» by cooling a capillary 
containing it to the te*perat«r© of a dry ice trichloroethylene bath 
ware unsuccessful, 
111. IdeBtificati<»i of Binsthylberylliutt 
Mm shonn above , this Material was prepared exactly the sam 
mthod used by Qilmn a^ Schulse (63). the physical prof>erties, ia 
regard to subliraation tei^erature m& external appearance of the crystals. 
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were niMilm to theme deserlhed by them, the purified erystala were 
dissolwi in ether aM teited fos* a aetal-eapbon linkage with Michler^s 
ketc^, aseOTdiisg to the proee€*ire of Qilaauj aM Scfealae (65) • Aa i»-
i^iat® p€«fitive QcO-op test was obtained, in acecardance with th® result® 
ofe^iaed by th® authom eited. Since the reported ph^ieal prc^rtie® 
are dT a qualitatiime nature a rou^ ehe^doal analysis was perforaed 
for th® au^or by Mr, lai th® iMititate f<8P Atonie Essear*^ at 
Am®, a beryllium amlysis |i®rfor»»d <m a smll aaoont of sasiple ga^re 
a valu® of 27 t 5$. The theffipetieal wlw is 23.0956. The larg® limits 
of error are due to th® saall size (s£ the saaple used. Even at its 
widest limits this analysis is suffioiently aeeurate to ®llninate th® 
^possibility of an etherate existing cr of OKygea atcms b®iag implioatad 
ia th« struetucro. In additiao, th® experimental d®nsity of 0,88 t 0,10 
g/ee. che0to» w«ll with the X-»ay density 0,^ g/e«. As shall b® 
shoRrn* th® syMMitry aU p^sible space p'oups d®ffi&»d that all of th® 
earbon atoas woat bo etuiwlent. the presenee of aethyl groins is shewn 
by the faet that tti® hySrc^en positissis Must be ineluded ia csrder to 
aeoount for toe iatewities df low crier refl«oti(»is. Furthermtwr®, 
the hydrt^ea «l®etr6ieBi wst b® asywMBtrieally plaeed with reap®et to 
th® eai^caa atMi which iaiieates that the aetlqrl groups eaanot b® r®-
plaecd by m at« of higher atoaio aiwiber, sudh a® aitrc^a, which 
would haw a i^yMstrieal arraBgeaeat &£ aleotrons arouad th® aucleus, 
the »vid#a«» listed above plus the «aco®llent agreement of ealeulated 
wad (sfeserved iateasities ecKBpris® a suffieieat proc£ of identity for 
this coi^xMid. In carder to aid in future identificatioB of diaethyl-
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btxyXliaa & list oi d valuos relative intensities is glTea in 
Tafel® 5. 
IV, BetermiBation of the Stnteture 
A* I"dlay ..l^a^p3aBa|i|i|fe 
Diffraetim data were oh^ined hy mms, of leissenbergy preeesaion 
and p<3«der oaneraa* the radius the leiasenberg camera was 2«g4 cm* 
1%e radios of the poirier mmm, was §.f3 en. 
Veiaaenherg diagr&ae were dtotained osing filtered eoppnt k<< radia­
tion and filtered aM tmfilter^ molybdenm K<^ radiation. Freeession 
diagram were <ii>taiaed naing filtered and loafiltered molyMenuB E<< 
radiaticm. 
B* ilftftlirflial 
Intenaitiea of Veiasenherg refleetitsis were eatinated bj the 
aoltiple fll» tedsnitne naing five fil»si. ®he factor between aneoesaive 
filaa tat copper %<< radiation waa assnn^d to be 3,7 for the £astaan 
loiak I@«Screen iedioal X«rs;f filtt which was med for all expoanres. 
Qcm precessim diagra® intenaities were alao estiaated b7 the aultiple 
fils teobniqie* Silver foil was placed between these films to inoreaae 
the absorptieas of the nolybdenw rs^iation, leading to a embined abeor* 
ber-fil» faetw of 5.3. B(3m intensities on precession diagrams were 
estimated by means dt a series of timed expoetares with a ratio of two 
between saecessiw ^posuEpes# For sones where only single films were 
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aTailatoldj, intensities were determined by eosqjarisan vith a series of 
filus whose intensities bi^ been deteraiiMd by the nmltiple filn teoh» 
niqiw. 
latensilgr data for the (hkO), (hU), (hQj^, (C&i), (Ik/), (3k^, 
and ChM) zoties were obtained m Weissenberg, rotati(», and preeesslon 
diagraiM. 
6, Lane Sygmetry 
All Veissenl:^rg and preeessicm diagrams obtained around the three 
or perpendietilar axes shewed the syametry C2/, 13ie Laue syaraetry is, 
^erefore^ Mh vhloh is the erthorhtxibio diffraotioa ayaBsetry. 
i r i 4 w l l » u t l l i a ^ '  
the lattice constanito deterained fr<m hkO and CM preees8i<»i dia-
gmm for the orthorhosbie unit oell ai^e 
S « 6,M Z 0.01 A. 
-11.53 i 0.01 A. 
Z 4,18 • 0.02 A. 
fh® deiwity tii di»eiKhylberylliBm wm determined by flotation coa-
parisMs in a aeries ®f liquids. The crystals were heavier than 
Si»13j A {('S 0.4. i/ec) and isyelohexane ( P» O.TO g/ec) and were lifter 
than ehlorooyelohesEaoB (9* 0.1®) aM ehlcsrcljenzene ( Ps 1.11 i/eo)« 
Bie ©alenlated densities fear two, four, auri six Be {€^3)2 anit" pe** 
6Z • 
@«11 are o.44» ai»l 1.32 jg/e@, x^speetlvely. Siaee this e<Hq>oaad 
la fc9ly-0®at«r0# tli« auaber of Be (68^)2 anita per eell wmt b« a snltipla 
€tf two. SfMqwrisoR of ealeulated values «itb i^e experimental range 
leads to fow BeCC^i)^ aaits per eell. 
The liller iniiees of all refleetieois trm. diatethylbexylliuB can 
be represented ^  tbe following relationships• 
j^fleetioBi Oosidition for i^^aranee 
(iiki) X+ h • k « 2a 
(WeO) h • k 2 2b 
(C&i) k • 2b, « 2a 
(h©j^ h s 2a, m 2b 
Tii» 8yai»ol a denotes any jbsiteger. the oi^ltioQ tihat, for all re-
fleetions, the sum el the it^it^s nost be ewn iniieates body <M»atering» 
The ana the (hO>0 data iJEKlieate the presence of |i and g glide 
planes, respettively. All afesersable (0k^ and (hoj^ indiees eoefcmB* 
iaf to t^e reqnireSMints of a body-oeatered lattice are listed in Table 6. 
'The nnaljer ®f extinotidas observed for odd indices nakes it prolja-
ble that the glide plains really are present and Uiat the odd index 
extineticsas are not wrely aeeidental. (M tbia basis the two most 
probable spaee groups in the nomaolature of 
the latematiaBaHe falMsllen zwr lestiaBWig rm ISjpistallatmkttiren (31) • 
fhe smll atartJer ^ refleetims observed to be present is due to the 
- . 
f afel® i 
Sbseinrabl® ana (Oki) Iijdiie«s 
lttflee%l€a»fi iGkJ^ RefXeetloii» 
h»2»|X«2» ki»2a»l| /«2a^l hs2B| /Slto hS2a»l;/! 
• C200) (101) • (020) (on) 
• (400) (301) * (040) (031) 
» (600) (501) * (060) (051) 
• (002) (103) • (080) (051) 
• (am) (303) # (O'lO'O) (071) 
* (402) (503) • (0«12»0) (091) 
(602) (105) • (002) (O-ll-l) 
• (004) (022) (013) 
(204) • (042) (033) 
« (062) (053) 
(080) (015) 
(0»10.2) 
* (004) 
• (024) 
(044) 
• (064) 
(084) 
• fhi» symbol JMieates refleetioos. 
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saallSMis of the etmsiaats isi the aM 9^ direetic^ azidi also 
to idbe liqpf® t®»p8»tttir« factor vhicsli greatlj weakens refloctiiWBs of h 
or k iiiiex aro lar^ mgnltude e<»pared to the i»iex. The 
tes^ewitir® faetor will be diBouaaed in detail in a later seotion* If 
m9 of glide planes is not i^resent th.» two most pra3)able space 
grcnfs mr9 &^*lwn ai^ @^*laa« Calralatimi »de em the basis of 
the It glide is not present in the space- p>o».f S^-Iaaa showed that, 
for this asstiapti^Q, this spaee grotap is eliminated since no possible 
paraaeter valws eoald aoecmnt tm the mobsenred (hQ^ refleetiara 
where ihm ii»lividiaal indices mm odd. 
Hie intensity, 1, of a reflectim frcMn a i^ren plane of Miller 
ii^ices, (hkj^, be repfiiaented follows 
I s m%Bm 
Kere F is the staructttre factor, which will be defined in the next 
eqiatioE, f* Ijt the eo^lex ocffljngat® dt F» K contains tmiwrsal 
cwstants plus the intensity of the incident beam, the exposm*e tine, 
«ni factors depei»l«Bt m the sise of the crystal irradiated, these 
factors enter into K in aaoh a Banner that the intensities of reflect 
tl«ms frtMB th® sasw Etme aeasnrwi cm film mxpmed uMer diffemnt 
ctarfitioais are directly prc^ertioaal to each other. L Is the I^oreats 
factw which takes into account th© varying tiaes different planes are 
in p«®itioi» to giiw a reflectim. P is th® polarisation factor which 
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0O3CT®O1» f«r 1dJ0 fact t^t a polarized sgoree dt I-rsys is assumed 1» 
the derivation of K, Dftiereas the incident beas is actually unpolarised* 
A is the absopption factor which takes into account absorpti(»i of X-
rays by the crystal# 1 is the aultiplicity factor Khich counts the 
auffiber of equimlent planes which contribute to the same reflection. 
Table 7 
Paisible Atomic Positiaas for 86(01^)2 
Space Qroup , Positicns 
C^J-Iba It (a) OOai 0,0,1/2 • « 
SI CO) xysij X^J 3t»y»l/2 F A} x,y,l/2 • A 
I^^-IbaiB (a) 0,0,1/4} 0,0,3A 
81 (J) xyOi X, y,l/2| x,y,l/2 
Add (000) and (1/2,1/2,1/2) to each position. 
f is the te!8|>eratur# factor which takes into account attenuation in the 
intensities of reflections caused by vibrati<»!s of the atons. 
^hkl " 27ri(hxi • kyj •iasj^) 
In this equation f^ is the ataaic scattering factor which represents 
the ratio {tf the aai>litud® of the incident beam scattered by an atom 
to ttiat scattered an electrcm. The symbols, jy and are the 
parameter values fw each at« and locate the p<»iti<»is of the at<w> in 
the unit cell in terns of the fraction of a translatiai along the l^ree 
axes <s£ the cell. 
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The oBly space growps that will be considered are C?^-Iba and 
26 
-Ibam. Possible atonic petitions are listed in Table 7. The other 
possible fo«2r»fold pMitices similable in both space groups are equiva­
lent to those listed sinoe they do not change the relative positions 
dt the beryllitia a»4 carbon atoms bwt merely involve a change in the 
origin of the *mit cell. The other eight-fold positions in B^j^-Ibam 
are iapossible beoaus® ihey do not alios ai^ reflecticaas to appear 
with odd index aM nai^ ©f these are observed • 
In the sqtiare of the strttsture factor, FF*, is equal to 
FF* « • ^%©% 2Tr/ % • fg^) 
Since (00$) is observed to be smoh of greater intensity than (006) the 
55 paraMter is restricted to regies arouad By noting at what value 
of the paraaeter, z, the intensity of (006) will equal ttiat of (008) 
one can set safe Halts on the s paraseter. This procedure gives the 
value? % s 0,25 i 0,03* In space group D^-Ibam the structure factor 
for (OOjt) data if z is equal to 0 la 
^ ' ^le ^  
If z is equal to the ccrresprndlng structure factor is 
F « -4fBe o®8 ZTTI/I • ftfg 
If the paraaeter is 0 one would expect a continuous norml decline of 
intensity at high orders due aerely to the Lorentz and Polarizaticm 
factcrs. For a paraEeter value dt ^  there should be an alteimticni of 
intensities. Since there actually is an alternaticsa of intensities 
the paramter in this space gpcmp Bust be TShe only difference 
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between the spac® groaps Is In the plaoeaeat of the heryllltm atooa 
*ith respect to the planes of carbon atom. If the berylliua atoo® 
are located exactly halfway be-^eea the planes containing the carbon 
atoM the space group isD£ -Ibaai, Ais^ deviation from this position 
21 Makes the space group Gg^-Iba. Since the z parameter is not dis­
tinguishable fr<Mft ^ in ttie non»eentrosy®Ketrieal space group *e shall 
consider it to haw exactly this imlue aM, thereftH^, in all of the 
«l9ct>aBi<» .hlch folios .hall cc»..14er only spaM group D^-Ib„. 
Since the structure factors for (hOO) and (C&O) reflections haw 
exactly the sane form, the •mlms of the x and y paraB®ters my be 
obtained in exactly ttii© saw mwwr» The fora of the structure factors 
is given below, 
f s 4fgg • ifg cos STTha a » x or y 
Both of tiiese equatims contain just one unknown, the parameters 
thewselves. By plotting calculated values of against pt^sible para-
a»ter values of x aM y, respectively for various orders of (hOO) and 
(CScO) aM looking far regicms m the plots where calculated ratios of 
eorrespcMd with observed ratios one ®ay obtain regions of possible 
paraaeter imlues. CSsserved values ^ F for (hOD) and ((HcO) refleeti(»i8 
are listed in fable S. 
The condition, r^(060) :2.P^(080} ^ F^(0*10*0), leads to the 
following regicms of paraaeter values for y, 
0.096-0.102 
0.120-0.190 
0.398-0.404 
0.310-0.380 
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fh® eonaition that F^(aoo) > f^(400) ^  F^(600) leads to the folloif-
ing regions of paraaeter mlties for x. 
0,07-0.09 
0.17-0.19 
O.a-0.4.3 
0.31-0,33 
fable 8 
(Rjserwd falaes for (hOO) and (OcO) Data 
Isdiees (hOO) Indices (OkO) 
(aoo) 212 (020) 316 
uoo) 34 (040) 251 
(600) 59 (060) 91 
(080) 85 
(O-IO'O) 110 
loling out duplication® due to crystallc^raidiioally identically 
sets th® follcwring paraaeter pairs are possible. 
X y 
k 0.07-0.09 0.096-0.102 
B 0.07-0.09 0.398-0.404 
C 0.07-0.09 0.310-0.380 
fi 0.07-0.09 0.120-0.190 
S 0.17-0.19 0.096-0.102 
F 0.17-0.19 0.120-0.190 
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a 0.17-0.19 0.398-0.404 
a 0.17-0.19 0.310-0.380 
1 0.a-0.A3 0.096-0.102 
3 0.41-0.A3 0.120-0.190 
% 0.31-0.33 0.096-0.102 
t 0.31-0.33 0.120-0.190 
file obserfatloa ^at (1.50) was not observed whereas (170) waa 
present served to aliaimte p-owps B, B, F, H, I, J, K, L. The oondl* 
tioiB teat (220) is absent served to eiiiaiiiat® C, F, Q, J, K* CoBwarism 
of i2(X>) aad (020) led to a strong reversal for set A* The conditic® 
(^) is absent also eliaiiiated set A. fbe canly set nhioh was 
pc^sible was set I, Th® oarefiaed parameter values, therefore were 
X • 0.17-0.19 
y s 0.096-0.102 
In additicaa to the trial-au^i-error aethod of determining approKimate 
paraneters described above, Patterson and Fourier projeetions of the 
struoture were ®ade in the xy plane. These projections led to paranjetejrs 
©oBSistent with those determined by the trial-and-errcxr s^thod. 
,im,g nfftiBuwliffr 
On ewRparing F^, ©aloulated frcsn the rough pararasters with the 
observed vmlues it was evident that a large teaiperature factor 
©erreetion was necessary since th© calculated values at hi^ indicea 
were raich larger tdian the observed ones, Ihis c(»*3reetion is to be 
expected because of the lightness of the at<»js in this compound and 
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also h@mme of the type of bonding involved in the crystal. The 
•beaiding will be discussed in detail later, 
Th© teaperatwe factor has the fom given below, 
T=©xp C-2S sln^e/x^) 
The cmstaat B ws deterained in the usual manner, from the 
alop. of a plot of log «r5U3 sin^B for 
(OkO), (hkO)| (hhO), and Ch03) data, respectively, A value of 
B C5#®S X 10"^^) eonsistoat wito the sl^ea obtained on all of these 
plots was used. In deteraining the temperature factors the hydrogen 
2 
positicms described below were included in the calculation of F , 
Application of this temperature factor to the (hkO) data gave 
good agreeaent at high orders, but the agreement was not as good as 
when this factcr was used for {hk/) data* The larger the ratio of the 
JL index to the h or k index the greater was the discrepancy between 
calculated and observed values# In additioR, the value of B obtained 
froffl t^jO ^ ®t® differed considerably from that obtained from (hkO) 
data. It was also noted an very intense films ccRtaining (hQ0 data 
that the (CX3/) refle0tic®s extended to much higher angles than the 
(kCKS) or {hOjD reflections. This evidence indicated the need for an 
anisotropic temperature factor. Since in this structure the extent of 
vibration in the and b^ directions should be essentially the sane, 
and sine® the same, temperature factor satisfactorily accounted for all 
data ia th®aone, the temperature factors for all (hkO) data were 
assu»d to be th© 9a»®# The temperature factor ccaistant B in the Cq 
direction was obtained from th® (OOs^  data. Its value is 2,87 x 10*^^, 
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fhe faetora ware ecsabiaad, in tlM stantavS aanner (Jbl), aa 
ahmm toalow. 
^ohs» ® ^oale. 
E«?@ 6 • A"® wbere A Is tbe teaparaitire tmtm ia the diraotiim and 
B is th® %efflp®rat»i« fact« In the ^ij- ame. Cos e is the direction 
ewine tsi a gii«a plane* 
A ecwpariaoB df the applieatioa of the isotropic and anlsotrc^io 
te»peratwe factors is gi*ea in fahl® 9, In this calculation the 
Table f 
C«EparisoB of Isotropie and Aftisotropie Ten^erature Factors 
hi/ 
S«siber of Terns 
CoBsidered & isotropie 1 anisotreipic 
hljl $ 0.14 0.10 
mi 11 0.13 0.09 
ml g 0«22 0.09 
%kl 16 0.17 0.16 
refined pawaietars, x » 0.182 and f s 0.101, were tiaed and hydrogen 
pjwitious were inclBded, the fonotim a is equal to 
ar x^lir(hki) -lr(hk£) ^.1 
The relative valws S for a glmn set of data are a criterioa of 
e®prelati®n. The saaller tiwf iraltie of S tbe better la the oorrelati<® 
bet»e« ol^erved aM ealoulated data. Beeause of the s^all nunber of 
reflections conaidered, the absolute value of E does not ha-re maeh 
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sipiiflcaac©. tely observei reflections were Included in this calcula­
tion. 
the anisotr<^io teaperattire factor giws a definitely better cor­
relation factcff in three of the foor examples considered. There is not 
any stgnifieant difference in application of either method to (lk£) 
data# these data are the poorest quality of all of the zones listed 
since they were deterained frm a single film whereas the intensities of 
•ttie other zone® listed were determined fro® miltiple filnra. 
The X and y paranseters were refined by a trial-awJ error procedure 
by cmpmfism. of the following pairs of reflecti<aM», 
(080) and (420) 
(080) and (440) 
(510) and (190) 
(510) ana (0*10*0) 
Intensities of the refleetioos listed were determined on an (hk£) 
precession diagram from ti®®d exposures ^ith a factor of ti»o between 
successive exposures, fhe parameters were determined by setting the 
measur^a intensity ratio as an upper liislt and setting a lower limit 
hy applying a teinperature factor correction greater than that determined 
above for the zone, fhe teffiperature factor used in these cal­
culations was 8,2 X 10"^^ whids is sufficiently above the experinientally 
deterained factor of 5.S8 x 10*^^ to be a perfectly safe limit. By use 
of the limits described, it was pc^slble to eliminate regions in para-
aeter space which cotild not possibly account for either limit. Proceed-
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lag ta this way th® foUowing paraffieters war® al>taiise<i, 
X • 15.182 • 0.002 
y S 0.101 t 0.002 
ISTdrogam atcMi aigfet b® ej^eted to mk« a slgQificant ecmtriba-
ti«i to the inteaaitles of lo» orier refleeticms beeanse of the eosqaara-
tiw lii^tnass of the other atoms as compared to l^roges and also 
heoaw® of tfee relatively large iitxift>er of hydrq^ens in the unit cell. 
lBW8tigati«i of the lew order data ahoired senvral diaorepasoiee whieh 
eomM iaprored hy inolwion dt hydrogen oontributiona. The ealeu-
lated intenaity (040) was too Ion when et^ared to the in* 
tensities of (020) and (002). the intensity of (^) was too loe when 
eos|>er<^ with that of (^2) • ino^er diffioulty was that (130) which 
was not observed^ even on filsai of very long exposure tins, should 
haw been observed if the hydrofsn eontrib«ti®ffii are negleeted. 
?arl0t» attei^ts were »de to aecovint for the effect erf* the hydrt^iw. 
One swthod was to use the at«Md.c seattering faet®p of fluorine for the 
aethyl groop. this prooedwe has th® effect of placing all dT the 
hydrc^en eleetr<ms ®a the niielems of the eax%on atoan. It cannot bo 
strictly correct since the fluariis« nuolens has a c^rge greater than 
that of the earbcm atom oadj therefoiw, the electrcms will fee too 
eloie to tiie nmolens. Another Method was to approsciaat# the atonie 
scattering factor of th® methyl groi;^ by adding l^e difference betveea 
th® seattering fasters for unimized nitrogen and triply negatively 
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ioidaed to at^nie soatteriag faetcr of earlxm. 71ie 
mitt© of th® WBthyl aeatterli^ faetar was also calculated by the method 
©f famie aai Brijailey (66) msitig a e&el>Gii atom wil^ three extra elee-
treois 1» the p aheU* IKiis should he the most aeeurate method of 
approKSmtioQ for a symstrieal arx^iBgemist of hydr<^n eleetrons 
ari^oM earhoQ. Ho£» dt these approKimatit^ helped to remove all oi 
the diaerepaneiea in the low order data* the moat etieoessfttl of 
these was the fluoriae a|:^raximti(»i whioh helped to raiae the Taltie 
of (040) hat did sot help rei^rdiag difficulties with (130) and (200)« 
Mttlliken (52) had saggeeted ^t ia an eleetroa^efieieat etaqjoond, 
atieh as di»eiUigrlheryllitim» the earbon atom usee its tetrahedral 
orhitals to b«id the hydrogens, Aseordiagly the hydrogen atona were 
tetrahedrally loeated with respect to the earbtai atom. The hydrogens 
were placed in the 16 and 8 fold poaiticaM s# the apaee gemp B||*Ibam 
whose positima are listed below. 
Si CJ) x^§ iyO| a#j ^  • (000)| (Ml) 
16» (1) xyai ly»i aqrSj Siy,i»*i x#y»i^«f 
Siaee ^ere are two similar oa-ieatations oi tordrofen atoms rotated 
at ItO® with respect to eaeh other, both aet® of positicais were tiaed 
with half a hydrt^B atom in ea«^ positioQ* For the first trial the 
e-K distaaee was takea as 1*C^ A,, with the l^drogen parameters listed 
below. 
• (000)1 M) 
X y X y 
a tm 
16 fold 
0,349 0.06S 
0,14S 0.149 
0.125 0.187 
0.277 0.080 
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TiliB ppoeeiw® fetlptd the low order inteniity agreeaent scmewhat but 
(040) was itill to© weak e«pir«d to (020) anS the reversal between 
(200) sM (002) renained* the intetMit?^ of (150) vaa reduced hgr a 
faeter e€ two. It was foraid that the imteBsity agr^eseat oevld be 
iaprwd by shar^aiag th# C»1 dista^e. Accordingly this distanee 
was tatoin as 0«5 4 with the para»etex« listed below* 
x y X y 
S foM 0.260 0.093 0.165 0.U4 
16 foii 0.167 0.126 0.227 0.094 
Sow the ap>eeBeat ia relative intensities of (020), (040)» (200), 
ax^ (130) was ameh inproved. Jl^ou^ this procedure ooiild have been 
ocmtintwd, the use of 0.5 as the 0-M distaaoe gave satisfactory enoogh 
agreeMnt between caleulated aBd observed iatesmities that further 
refiaeneat of the hydre^a imraaeters seeaed uawarraated. This treat-
ffieat does not really IcMiate tdie hydro^a atom, but it does show that 
their oi»tributioas oaaaot be neglected. 
laeluiinf tihe hydrogen positims introduces oc^plicationB in regard 
to the temperature factor ecwreetioiii. Mthou# it might aot be too 
bad an a|^r«Ki*atioa to use the saw tei^rature factor for both carbcm 
and bei^llim, yet the hydrogen at€» WMst vibrate far mare thaa the 
reJAtively heavy beryllia* and earboa atc«i. Alttiou^ c»» should 
e^^eireet the hydyof®® atoffiic scattering faetors individually, this was 
sot ddoe, sinoe it wa® deeraed inadvisable in view of the other un­
certainties inv<^v»d. ^e hydrogen contribution, therefore, is probably 
weighted a little too heavily in the calculated intensities of the 
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hi^er (xe&er r®fl0cti««is. If the hydrogen cdatributioia ar® Inclitded 
and if the x mai j parameters are determined in th© same sanner as 
described before the followiag mlties ar# obtained. These values 
are identieal to thc®e obtained without Inclusim of the hydrogen 
contributions• 
X • o.iaa i 0.002 
y s 0.101 t 0.002 
Galculated and observed structti» factors are listed in Table 10, 
Th© observed wlues were corrected for iorenta and polarization factors 
and th® calculated values have been corrected by the anisotropic 
tej^emture factor described in section H. Intensities of reflections 
whose iMices are not designated by reference to the footnotes of the 
table were obtained frem (Okj0, (Ik^, (2ki), and (3fcO precession 
ila^w* Intensities of (Ok^ reflections mere estiiaated from multiple 
fil»s, Qoly single filjns were available for (Ik^ , (2k/), and (3k£) 
reflection#. Intensities on these films were estiaated by coniparison 
with both (hh/) aaJ (Oki) mltipl© films. The average of the two 
aeasurement® was taken for the meastared intensity. Reflections de­
signated in ttie footnotes as unobserved were unobserved because no 
data of a type that would include these reflections were obtained, 
fh© intensity estlastion of observable reflections which are of high 
h «»• k ind«: relative to theXIndex is not too accurate, since the 
hl#i te®perature factw in the zone may reduce these intensities 
Tabls 10 
®js®rv@d and Caloiilated Strttctttre Factors for Bi:iMthylberylliuiB 
Indices Obserrdd. f Calculated F 
(020) 
(040) 
(002) 
(022) 
(060) 
(042 
(080 
(062 
itm 
(0*10*0) 
(004) 
(024) ^  
(llO)*^® 
(130)0 
(121)d 
(141) 
(112) 
(150) 
(132) 
(161) 
(170) 
(152) 
(181) 
(123) 
(190) 
316 316 
251 *264 
182 198 
0 -4 
91 -91 
167 216 
85 86 
142 -137 
0 0 
110 89 
147 123 
53 58 
338 338 
0 20 
127 -127 
0 -5 
0 .28 
90 -90 
69 89 
i6 40 
97 -95 
79 79 
76 -106 
59 58 
a imi) data 
(hi/) data 
® (hkO) data 
® (hkl) data 
® (liOi) data 
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tafele 10 
(C<»itiiwiod) 
IMlees Cll»3e£'v«<l F Calculated F 
(1721 48 -56 
(U3) 51 -58 
(163) 34 45 
(l.lOtl) 0 -4 
(192) 0 -4 
(lU) 66 62 
(1-11»0) 36 34 
(134) 0 39 
(183) 43 46 
(154) 0 -1 
(1«10*3) 0 2 
(174) 34 13 
(m) 46 22 
(200)e 212 .212 
(220)®® 0 9 
(211)^ 146 -UO 
(240r 206 278 
(202)® 163 -207 
(2Sl)d 27 17 
(222)a 93 -93 
(242)^ 
(260)® 128 157 
(27ir 68 73 
(213) 36 -50 
(280) 36 49 
(262) 0 13 
(233) 67 -68 
(291) 0 22 
(253) 0 0 
(282) 39 -49 
^ Uaobierwd* For ©xplauaatioB refer to seetim J, 
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Table 10 
(ContintiM) 
IMlees @S38«37ired F Calculated F 
(2-10*0) 
(273) 
C2Q4) 
(224; 
(264) 
(aS4) 
(310)® 
(330)* 
(321)® 
(3a)^ 
(350)5 
(312)^ 
(332)a 
(361)® 
(370)® 
(38ip 
(323) 
(372) 
(390) 
(343) 
(363) 
(3'10.1) 
(392) 
(3-11'0)® 
(314) 
(334) 
(353) 
(354) 
(3«10-3) 
(374)^ 
UOO)® 
(420)® 
(ai)^ 
Jim 1)1111. Iiimi 
0 -14 
47 43 
0 •9 
0 15 
0 20 
55 43 
0 0 
83 -102 
114 113 
36 19 
69 31 
187 162 
154 -U5 
0 -2 
0 •16 
53 61 
0 -26 
0 24 
0 -11 
0 -20 
0 13 
0 -10 
0 0 
55 -55 
0 -10 
0 -9 
31 36 
0 0 
58 54 
0 0 
0 22 
34 35 
54 43 
72 68 
IQl n 
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fabl« 10 
(Gontinued} 
Indices Obs«ifirecl F Calculated F 
<440)® 37 43 
(402)® u •44 
(451)f 0 -a 
(422)^ 
C460)« 0 23 
b8 •62 
(4S0)e 0 17 
0 48 
(491)^ 0 20 
{4G4)» 0 11 
(424F 
<444)a 0 10 
(510)6 73 81 
(530)® 0 12 
(521)^ 69 31 
81 • 
to a *alB» so low that the r©fl«eticsB» are unalwi«rvable. fbieam reflee-
ti<ms my aettally have a flait# intensity whi<&y when oorreot«d by 
the i^atz asii p^arizatim faotf^rs* will briiag their structure 
factors into closer agreement «i^ tibie cal<mXated oaes, 
fh0 faetcr» E» Sescrihed Sa s«cti<m 8 is ccn^g into increasing 
us® as a eriteriffln of correlation between calculated &nd obseired 
structure faet<w»« Its mlue for this structure, if only observed 
reflecticms «pe induied is 0.13, B@o^ (68) has found tiiat imlues of 
1 Imaging froffi 0*12 to 0*22 ha^^e been foniMl for cen^leted structures, 
fh® use of E as a crlterloa of reliability has been criticised, but a 
Ice value does indicate, in general» good agreement between calculated 
and aatoerved intensities. The closeness of fit of the data is scaae-. 
what suxprislng when the errors JbB intensity detenainati<»t are e<m« 
sidered. Om ctf tifie chief systemtic errt^rs in measuring intensities 
is Itee effect of abscrptitm of X»rays by the glass capillaries which 
were emplc^^. Inh^mogemities in capillary wall thickness will be 
reflected In errors in relative intensity metuiurement. Api»arently the 
capillaries were thin enou^ that this was not as serioB» an error as 
ai^t haf« been predicted. The effect of abscrptlcm in the crystals 
theaseltes wm »igllgible due to the saall size of the crystals eaiploy^ 
aiBed als© because &f Ifc© low scatterlaf power of all of the ccHsaipcments 
of this coisp<»iiaa • No corrections for extincticai were »ade • 
K. Biscussioa of l&e Strueture 
fbm structure of dimethylberylliua craasists of linear chains with 
• S2 » 
tko bsrylllu* aid astliyl graipfi in mm ehaia arroagoil as shown in 
Fig«r« 34. fw® Bait ©®lla of -Mi© stimetwre are sbewn in figore 35* 
A vie* oi the struct^ projaQtsd m the plane (001) ia shown in 
fiptrw 36. A Fcmrier projeetioa of the strueture on (001) is shown 
1» ngar. 37. Ihl. .truotu« 1. t.<»irpb<>a. .1th that rf SIS^. Th. 
B<i«G distaneas in the wlactroi'-dwfieiant bo^s alos^ tiie ehaiiM ara 
1.93 2 0.02 in the mutrmymmttle sp&ee gronqiy as e<»E^red with dis-
tanees of 1.S4 A, etalenlated fr« Pauling's mle (69) and the following 
single bonded aetallie radii; 0.S89# %• O.TTl. Pauling's rule 
is that interatoBis dlstanoes nay be ealimlated frost the followii^; 
equati^, deriwd m e^iirioal and theoretleal grounds. 
1 (1) - S (a) S 0,300 log a 
1 (1) is the single bcmi radius | 1 (n) is i^e radius of an atm 
partioipitating in a be^{ n is the oi»uiidered to be the 
niffltoer of eleotroa pairs in the partioular bond ui^er eonsideration* 
tte O-Be-C angle in th© four mwSmr^ rings alaag the chain is 
114. t 1^» ia tte eentrosyWBetrie sfsee groi^, wfaleto sAows that there 
my be a ali#t distorti<»i in this structure tvtm the ideal tetrahedral 
angle of 109® 2S' , 8ethyl*»etl^l distances between chains are 4.1 A. 
which is perfectly noraal for -mn d#r Waals distances between a»thyl 
p'oups# It aay be seen in Figure 36, that the chains tend to pack in 
an arrangefflsnt very siailar to the cliwie packing of cylinders. If the 
(^alna wially were cle«est packed, <sm could draw a hexagonal net which 
wo«ld pick out equivalent atoaa in th® (001) projection (Figure 36). 
fhe two diBBnoioaal unit cell of this mt wowld have an obtuse angle 
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Fig, 34- - Arrangement of beryllium atoms and methyl groups in one 
continuous chain in the structure of dimethylberyllium. 
Large circles represent methyl groups, 3?r.all circles represent 
beryllium atoms. 
- u -
Fig. 35 ~ The structure of dimethylberyllium. Large circles reoresent 
methyl groups. Small circles represent beryllium atoms. 
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Fig. 36 - Projection of the structure of dimethylberyIlium on (001), 
Large circles represent methyl groups. Small circles represent 
beryllium atoms. 
— 86 "• 
Fig, 37 - Fourier projection of dimethylberyllium on (OOl)« 
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of 120®. If on© draws an approxiaately similar net which would pick 
out eqiiivalent atoms In the experifwntally detersdned atomic positions, 
th® obtuse angle of the two dlnansioml cell would now be Thua, 
there is a slight distortloa trm true closest packing. 
The physical prt^erties ai^ eoi|jatlble with the deterained 
atrttctttre, Th© weak -^an der faals fcar-cea between chains allow large 
tlbration aaplitttdes perpendietilar to the axis, which accounts for 
the large teaperature factor in these,directi«ais» The bonding along 
th® chain is more rigid, which leads to a loser temparature factor in 
teis direction# Th© bonding in the a^ and bg directions is similar 
©nough to account for the pronounced tendency of this coitcpound to foiTB 
twinned crystals along th® fiber axis. 
Th® ccaafiguration shown below, which is escactly analogous to the 
suggestion of Pitztr and Gutowsky (53) for trlfflethylaluminua, is pro­
hibited by syrfflfietry considerations alone. 
An analogous type of structure is pwsjltted by synasetry considera-
• 88 • 
As shown in section G, however, the berylliusi atom cannot be dis­
placed fr» a location equidistant from the carbon aton® in the chain 
by aor® than 0.1 A. "Wiis limit on displacement of the beryllium atcm® 
aakes th® distance of the two shorter and two long bonds so nearly equal 
that this structure also is not permitted, 
fhe gefflaetry of the aluKinum-Bethyl-aluminum bridge in triaethyl-
altoiinua has not yet been unarabigously determined. The coiiq>ound8 are 
similar enough that <Hie would expect a type ^ boiBling analogous to 
that q£ dimethylbexjllium, with the aluainuw ate® in a symmtrical posi-
ti<Wi between the four neighboring carbon atoms. This type of bonding 
has been previously suggested by Rimdle (44), 
In a recent investigation of diethylberyllium by Goubeau and 
Eodewald (70), the authors have suggested that it is a polyaer, Ctae 
evidence of poly»rizatida is its high boiling point {180»240° G.) at 
ataospherio pressure as compared with diethyl zinc (11S° C,) and 
diethyl aereu:^ (159® C*), The Ramn spectra are also interpretable 
on the basis tlwit this compound is a polyoer. The authotrs were unable 
to determine from the Raman spectra whether the polymer contained four or 
six *efflbered rinp. The two possibilities are shown belcw. 
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In th® light of the difflethylberyllitas struettire and also the theory of 
electron-deficient bonding, the four raembered ring is the more probable. 
Eiaadle (44) has suggested a hybridization of the carbon atoms to 
perffiit ©ore electron density in the bridge boiKis than one electron 
pair. The gecwstry of -ttie bridge bca^ with the sharp Be->C-Be angle 
of 65i-® suggests that the wthyl groap remains essentially norraal# 
fhe boislinf is consistent with the suggestion of Mulliken (52) that 
me tetrahedral orbital dt carbm is shared between beryllitim orbitals 
to for« OEi® b«M)ding orbital tar the three atoaus. 
The Be«Be distance (2*09 A#) is short enoi^ to suggest that there 
is s«e possibility of Be-Be bonding. This distance, however, is 
almost exactly the distance required by the essentially tetrahedral 
angle about beiylliaa and the required Be-G bridge distances. Pauling 
aM Schcmaker (78) haw suggested that in bridge bonds of this type 
the Bietal has a cooerdination mmlwr ishleh is greater than the number 
of low energy orbitals. Heither disethylberyIlium nor diborane ar« 
wry good exaB^jles m which to ©hedk this theory, since in both cob-
pounds the 9»all metal-aetal diatanc© is required by the metal-ncai-
isetal distances and angles. A better example is tetramethylplatinum 
in which the Pt-Pt distance is so long (5^) that there are no good 
®0tal»iBetal bOTds so that the metal is held together by entirely by 
electron-deficient bonding. 
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fbe d«t®raiiiatlcfl3 ®f this stTOStur® exteMs the region of toe 
periodic tabl® where ftt€»s are known to form electron-deficient 
e<MBpoi3»ds of th# type considered here. Strictly aetallic structiarea 
haw been ®jcel«d®d from somideration. tetraaethyl platinum extended 
the known ©l®otrm*»d@fieient ccmpounds to the ei^th group and diraethyl-
berylliua extends it to the second group 'of the periodic table. The 
«Bly suggestion in accord id^ electrcai-deficient b<aKilng in all known 
oases is tiie «® first suggested by todle (56) that sucto bcaading 
results fro® the teMency of a metal to use all of its low energy 
orbitals in bond formation even when these exceed the number of 
vmlmm electrons. 
WtALLIC ?AtEHCBS 
The concept of valence has played a veiy important part in cor­
relating and predicting the foranalae and reactions d inorganic and 
orptnic compounds. Ctety recently, however, haire attempts been made 
to apply valence concepta to intern©tallic systems, both solid solu* 
ticffliS and coapom^. A piOTieer in Idi® field of applicaticm of valence 
ccmcepts to iwtale is Htuw-Rothery (71,1^) who has made nany correla-
tions between analogoas swital systems based on the concept that t^eir 
properties depend to a great extent on ^e ratio of electrons to 
atcwi, Peitiaps lAe best known of these applications is to intenaetallic 
eofflpoands. He pointed that certain interiBetallic coapounds with 
closely related structtires, but unrelated stoichioMtric ccMsposition^ 
can be considered to haw the same ratio of electrons to atoms. F«r 
cc^^oaads having the 0 brass structure the electron*to»atoB ratio is 
3/2. For the T bmss structure the ratio is 21/13# For the ^  brass 
structure the electron^tOHatao ratio is 7/4. These ct^ouMs do not 
have an absolutely fixed stoichiometric conposition but actually iiave 
a solubility rang© which usually include the electron^atom-ratios given 
above. Similarly, the principle of caastancy of ©lectron-to-atom ratio 
has been applied to correlate the solubility liaits c£ various inter-
aetallic solid solutions. In calculating the eleotron-to-atcaa ratio, 
he has, except fear the transition metals, used valences suggested by 
cheaical valences. So®® typical valences T:med are given below. 
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Metal 7aleno« 
c«^p©r 1 
zi&e a 
ulUBlzras 3 
sillem 
a ^ittevrnt proq9&wt& was followed in regard to transition metal 
-falenoes. In oi^er to obtain the saw electron-to-at(MB ratios for 
ec®iJOMiids containing tranaitim wtals as for isOTorphoug eompounda 
oi kamu 8lectron»to»ato» ratio, he has assumed that the valences of 
the aero wlenoe obtained in this aanner, as iadicating that the 
transition wetals ccmtribwte no bonding ©lectrcais to these compoiinds. 
Mott and Imea Mm msmed ^ t in the tmisitim netals, t^enaelves^ 
it ia th® unpaired electroK® whidbt ar® the bonding electrons. Oa this 
basis, <»i® mould expect 0,61 bonding electrons fcH* nickel, 1,71 for 
cobalt, and so on, where these auabers correspond to the number ot 
impaired electrons in th© elessint as deterailned from smgnetic suscepti­
bility data. 
Pauling (&%7a) has ^ <^t®d a different approach to the concept of 
th® -TOlenc® of metals. Th© valences which he obtains differ fro® thoee 
used by Hume-Sothery for th® transition icwstals, rare eartixs, and the 
famili®® of th®' periodic table headed by copper, ainc, galliu®, and 
germniu*. f<xt th® reiaainder of the periodic table he used the saaiB 
valences as laiae-Hotisery. Pauling»3 transititm metal valences were 
transition aatals are zero, iott aod Jones (73) have interpreted 
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deriwd frcffi aagpetle data In the tdllming Banner* The atoaiic 
3at«ratt<»i Bagneti© moaiwnt at absolute zero for Ircaa is 2,22 Bohr 
ffiapietms iMieatifig that there are 2.22 unpaired electrons in the inetal* 
Pauling aastuMd 'tiiat the remining 5*73 electrons outside the arg(»t* 
like ecMre *ere hoiking electrons. The ccmstancy of tiie value, 5.78 
was ahotn hy the fact that there is an equal change in the iralue of 
awrage atoBie nuaber and saturaticai aagmtic moBsent for iron and the 
eleaents iwwdiately preceding and folloning it in the periodic table, 
Ihen the atrerage atomic nu^jer is greater than 18 * BM the saturation 
mpietic noffient begins to decrease at the aai^ rate as it has increased 
to going frm chr<aBiUffl to iron, Paulii^ assumed, thereftare, that 
there are 2,44 noB»bcaKilng orbitals and that the decrease in saturatl(»i 
aagaetie aoront for alleys ®r average atcasic nunijer greater than 26.44 
nas due to the pairing dt electrons in this non-bonding orbital. At 
an average atoatic number between nickel aM copper the mgnetic aeoaent 
is aero, Pauling assuaed that at tMs point the ncm-bonding orbitals 
were filled with electrons. The extra electroMs tei^ to decrease the 
valence of elewsnts following nickel, Cc^er uses 2,44 electrons to 
coapletely fill the non-bonding carbitals with electron paiz>s. This 
leaves copper wilA 0,39 electron m&te Wian nickel outside the nc»-
bonfiing orbitals, Becawse the interatoaie distances in copper are 
^eater than those of nickel Pauling assumed that the 0,39 electron 
paired with sc» of the boding electrcms, leading to a valence of 
5.44 
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The essential difference between the Pauling and Mott and Jc«ee 
points of view is that iott snd Jones regard, tb.e mpaired eleetrcaia 
as the bonding ®l@etrms, nrhereas Pauling regards these eleotrcwis as 
noa*bcaiding ®l«ctr®as. 
Methods dho«ing between the two valence sets are not plenti­
ful sine®, in general, l^ey give results ^hich are very close to each 
other, Jones (?3) and Ewing a&! Pauling (75) have investigated the 
extent of filling of Brillottin ames in ganma brass. Using valences 
alailar to those of Harae-Eothery, 3mm considered the first zone to 
bouaded by the fon» and Using Pauling's valences, 
Ewing and Pauling considered th® Brill<win zone bounded the fmnara 
"^0^ and Since Pauling's valences are larger than those of 
luw»»loth#iy for 0Opi3®r and zinc, he needs a larger zone to contain 
the ©lectr«s, J««b filled 93»5% of his zone and Ewing and Pauling 
filled 9S.5% of their ssoie. Or the basis of these data, Pauling's 
iml©nc®a seem tJaie better, if cm® plants that the cosplete filling of 
a %am leads to the lowest energy t&r a oMpound. there is a school 
of thou^t ishieh holds tiwit if th© electros fill the volume of a 
sphere Inscribed in the zon® and tangent to the zone boaiviaries then 
th© lowest energy state is reached. Cta this basis Hua^-Rothery's 
valences would se®si to b® the better. In any event this awthod of 
approach is not helpful In deciding «hich set does the better job of 
correlation, 
there are se,^ other examples of where applicati.on of Pauling's 
valences leads to results just as cmsistent as does the application 
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Ii«Be*lote®iy*s valeaees, Hayaor ( i h )  has recently used mly Huaie-
Iothery*9 val«ae®® to interpret the following data. It is known that 
OQopotmds »hicto hair® the «gCa2» MfHig, or MgZng struct tares can be tranS' 
fOTffied froa on® of these structures into om of the other structures 
by replacing some of the element that is not nagnesium by a foreign 
metal. In order to help in clarification of the discussion which 
folios, eleotroa-to^-^tOB ratios for these ccanpounds and valences of 
all of the elements discussed are given below. 
CoiigjoaM ii»B<.Rothe3ey Pauling 
latio Ratio 
Mgliig 2.00 3.63 
igcug 1.33 las 
0,66 4.52 
Valences Mg %n Gu Hi Si Co 
Pauling Basis 2 4,a 5.M 5.78 A 5.78 
Huae»Hothei7 Basis 2 2 10 4 0 
If silicon replaces copper in IgCUg the Mg2n2 structure is obtained. 
If a polyvalent i»tal replaces•nickel in M#i2» Idle M^U2 structure 
is obtained. If cobalt is added to MgZn^ the igCug structure is ob­
tained. fsing the Hume»Rot^eiy valences, Raynor was able to explain 
all of these tjransforraations by noting whether the added meteO. tends 
to raise or lower the electron-to-atam ratio. One obtains exactly 
the same predictions by use of Pauling's valences, as may be seen 
reference to the table above. 
laynor (76) has assisaed that electraa-to-atom ratio is important 
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Mttae Roth®j?y (77) has attempted to decide between his and Pauling*8 
talenc® ideas bj investigating the effect of mnganese, iron, and 
nickel of th©''^ brass equilibrium, assiwiing that the mjor factor 
influencing th« terinary isotherml, solid-solubility boundaries is 
the eleetron-to-atCM ratio. By co?^rison of predicted and experimental 
aolubility curves frar Isotharml solubility as a function of added 
transition ele»ent, he finda that if the Betallic valences of copper, 
zinc, aM aluffiinran are 1, 2, and, 3 respectively then the valences of 
»ng^n©se, iron, and nickel are 2, 1, and 0,4.-0.6 respectively, 
Hu»B»aothery states that, 
whatever my be the validity of Pauling's views regarding 
th® HttBber of electrons responsible fear cohesion in the 
crystals of the transition eleaents, these numbers are 
not the effective valences of the atoras as regards the <^ /(^  
©quiliteiua. 
and 
the directions of the curves are quite different trcm 
those to be expected for elements of valency 5 or 6. 
iuB@«Bothery»s cmcluaions are valid onlj if copper and ainc have 
valences of 1 and 2 respectively. If c»e chooses a valence of 5«44 
for copper as suggested by Pauling (74), a»3 3 for aluminum, erne obtains 
a valence of -4.22 for ainc frc® th® 550® 0. boundary in the cop-
p©r-alu®lnu«»ainc systea# fsing these values for zinc and copper, on 
examination of th® ternary solubility curves given by HujM-Hothery (77), 
the following valences are stainedi iron 5.4.41 mnganese 4,22} and 
nickel 5.93-6,17. Fa«liBg*s values (74) are zinc 4.44j iron 5.78j 
manganese 4.M and 5*78j and nickel 5.78, lot too raich reliance is 
to b® placed on the ©xactmss of the valences obtaiJied, but the cal-
evilaticm outlined above does shoss that Pauling's valences, if changed 
sli^tly, a self-consistent set# 
Using th® valences quoted above, taae obtains exactly the sane 
theoretical solability curves as does H«®®-Rothery. Giving copper 
a valence of 5«44, nickel has the highest valence of the three transi­
tion i«t&la considered, whereas man^nese has the Imest valence, a 
result in opp<»ite order to that obtained by assusdng copper to be 
univalent. 
The particular ternajy alloys considered by Hune-Rothery in his 
I«p©r do not offer a *«b8 of distinguishing between the two view­
points on valence, since bo'tii yield Identical isothermal solubility 
curves, 
Om »thod of distinguishing between the two valence sets is to 
ccmsider a ternary solid solution in which two of the ccanpcments have 
•rolence® for which Huase-Bothery and Pauling give identical values. If 
th® third eleaent is one on wht^e valences the two views disagree, 
different isotherwl ternary solubility curves will be predicted on 
the basis of tfa® two vi«ss8. By caparison of calculated and empirical 
solubility curves, one my distinguish between the two points of view#. 
Even if constancy of eleetron-to-ato® ratio, cwi which the above 
arpiaent depewJs, is a valid concept, oae must, however, consider 
carefully th© effects of electrcme^tivity, relative atomic size, and 
the wbitals available for bond formation in all of the coinpcaients of 
the solid solution. 
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llxa»pl©s «f poasiblfe ternary systems «hich may b© investigated are 
ali33BiBim-b®ryllitm-niekel, aluid.n».»-berylliu»-iron, aM alttmintBB-
berylliuB zinc. Th© e(sapc»®nts of all of these systeass have atomic 
radii which do not differ greatly aai the electr<megativities should 
not b® greatly different. the systea containing nickel should be an 
eepeeially good om to investigate since the predicted valences of 
nickel are so different {0.60 vs. 5.7S). By wiasurlng the paranag-
netis» of "Us® alleys cantaining paranagnetic elements additional coaclu-
9ions 5«y be deduced abowt th® bonding in these alloys, Correlatiaas 
of relative valences with cosfipressibility and hardness data may also be 
possible. 
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SIIMABI 
I. fhM lF»Blaffi-€arb«B SystMi 
A 0onatittttis»a.l dia^am of the Branitia-Carbon syste® has been 
eo^trneted froa aetallograpMc, therml, chemical, and X-ray data. 
f*0 oei^QaMs, iO (4.8 carbon) and UGg (9.16 wt^ carbon), have 
been identifi^# there is no evidene® t£ solubility of uraniiim or 
of higher carbides in IK# UC is atable at room temperature, UCg is 
stable only at high tesjperature and partially decompcMses into OC and 
0 at Icsjer tettpemtures. At high teoperatures and at conpoaitions 
in the vicinity of 7 C there is a possibility that eitJier a ccan-
pouM, ^ 2^3' dissolves IIC and OCg, exists or that 0G and UCg 
form a continuous solid solution which extends over a range of approxi-
Mtely 9 atoffiic par cent, Althou# the fidaanstatten type structure 
lEdicates that the postulated exists as on® phase at hi^ tem­
perature, all afetesspts to retain this cme phase structure by quenching 
have been unsuccessful. Sesults of other workers (30) indicate that 
at a composition corresponding to a coapound with very narrow 
solubility liaits and unstable at tesperatures above'1600® C. can be 
produced in samples that have been cold or hot iK^rked, It has been 
shown that this cottpoand, stable only below l6CX5® C., is not the phase 
which has decomposed into two phases to give the fidnBanstatten structure# 
the solttbi3-ity of carbon in liquid uranium up to 1800® C. is small 
(less than 0.60 wt^), but the solubility increases rapidly with tem­
perature thereafter. The gama-beta and beta-alpha uranium solid 
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tran8f«»rmtic«s are not affected by the presenee of carbon* 
OC has a fac® cantered cubic structtir® {MaCl type) with a^ s 
A«%8 t O.OOl, OOg has a tetragonal structure (CaC2 type) with 
a^  « 4.%7 t O'OOl and «o " 
II • The Struetur® of BiaiethylbezylliuiB 
The pr^s»al that metals with racare lew energy orbitals than 
valence electrons shcaild fcr® el®etron-4®ficient compounds when combined 
with groups with no unshared pairs has suggested that electron-deficient 
binding Mi#t occur in difflethylberyllium, a solid subliming at about 
aoo® e. 
BiB»thylberylliura is arthjMfhoablc with the following lattice 
constants J » 6.14| S 11.53? CQ 2 4,18 A. It ccaitains four 
Be(Gfi«) units per unit cell, leissenberg and preceasim data in-
dlcate the space groups D|^-Iba» or cl^-lba. 
Atomic positions were determined by trial aM error Mthods and 
checked by Patterwon ard Fourier projectians. The hydrogen atoms 
contribute significantly to the intensities of lew order reflections. 
The structure derived fro® X-ray data is iaomorphoiis with that 
of SiSg. Gontlnttous chains 
approfxiaately tetrahedral configurations about berylliua are found in 
agreement with the fibrous nature of the crystals. The bond pair, 
Be-G-Be contains one electron pair. The observed Be-G distance is 
1.93 • 02 A. for the centr(^i»trlc space group. The C-Be-C angle 
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in th® ring is 114. • 1®. Mettiyl-meti^l distances between chains are 
4.1 1 which is noriml for fan der laals bonding, so that negative 
ffieth^l ions are not iadieated. • 
Space group c|^»21 would permit two short and two long bonds to 
beryllium, but intensity data restrict the difference to 0.1 A, too 
sysmetriaal to allow atructtares • similar to Pitaser and Outowsky's pro­
posal for trimethylalUBJinua, (53). It is sug^sted that the bonding 
in the tri)wthylalti®inuffi diB»r is siailar to that in diiaethylberylliniB. 
fhia is the first established eleetron-defieient bcaiding in the 
second group, th® second outsSxie the third group, and the second in 
which the 'nwlfcyl group is fownd bound' to sore than one other atom, 
III, Metallic Valences 
fwo different sets of valences are now being applied to aetals in 
all^s, that of Htme^Rotheiy (71,72), Mott and Jones {73), and Pauling 
C69t74.)» In the foraer, «©tallic valences approadii a minimum of or 
nearly zero foe the transitio® metals, whereas in the latter a maximua 
of about 5•78 is reached for the sasie aetals, 
1!fe@ applicability of both of these valence l^eas to explanations 
of alloy solubility lioits atoichionetric composition of interwtallic 
expounds, and the theoiy of metallic bonding has been discussed. In 
many of ttiese applieaticffls the principle whicdi has been used is that 
eleetroB-tO'-atcB ratio is an ia^ortant factor in interiaetallie inter­
actions, It has been sham that for very mny applications the Pauling 
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valences lead to exactly the sa»e correlations and conclusicais as do 
th© li«ae*Rothery,'Mott and J<aies -valences. 
A ttsthofl of detepfflinlng which valence set is the more applicable 
to ©xplaln int®r»Btallic bonding has been proposed. Assuming constancy 
of ®le0tron»to*at<» ratio is the governing factor in determining the 
Isothermal solid solubility boundaries in ternary solutions, me may 
predict th© slopes of th© ternary solubility boiaidary curves if the 
valences of all of the coBpoaents are known# By choosing ternary 
systeas for which two of the cmponents have valences for which Hume-
lotheiy and, Pauling give identical values, one may find tee valence 
th© third element by coisparing various predicted solubility boundary 
curves with the ®xp©riB»ntally determined ones# Precautions which 
iittst be folloted in this procedure aM sosne possible ternary systems 
which fulfill the necessary ccwiitlons have been discussed. 
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